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Abstract

The objectives of this stud- were to determine if 'real'

cost growth occurred in the defense aerospace industry during

the period 1980 to 1985 and if the percentage of overhead

costs to total cost increased during the same period. The

study tested two hypotheses: 1) costs increased in the defense

aerospace industry during the pe•.iod 1980 through 1986;

2) the percentage of overhead costs to total cost increased in

the defense aerospace industry during the period 1980 to 1986.

Cost data from sixteen defense aerospace plants were used in

this study.

The results of htot! primary hypothegi ta-v-A indicate

that the slope of the population regression lines are not

significantly different trcm zero (when tested at the 5% level

of significance). Therefore, the study concludes that there

was no "real" cost growth in the industry during the period

1980 to 1986 and that overhead costs did not increase relative

to total cost during the same period.

However, when contractorg are tested individualiy, the

results indicate that eight of the sixteen contractors

experienced significant cout growth. The conflicting results

may be due to the wide dispersion of the data points used in

the statistical tests. In turn, this wide di.spersion may be

caused by the differing variety of aero3pace industry

segments. For example, the aircraft industry segment may be

viii



Sutiect to a different set of factors that have a significant

influence on cost '.han that of the guided missiles and space

vehicles segment.

Descriptive statistics computed for the study's sample of

16 contiactors show° that the percentage Gf direct labor,

direct material, other direct charges and overhead to total

cost remained stable over the seven yiar period. This

stability was not expected because it was assumed that

Department of Defense (DOD) contractor modernization

incentives wQuld change the composition of total cost. The

results of this study indicate that any modernization of

defense aerospace factories that occurred before 1986 was not

significant enough to Senarate changes in the composition of

this sample's costs.

Although overhead costs were not found to be increasing

relative to total cost, they still make up the second largest

component of total cost (32%) behind direct materials (42%).

The size of the overhead cost component combined with the

perception that these costs are less controllable than direct

costs, provides support to the DOD initiative to have

contractors reduce their overhead costs.
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ANALYSIS OF COST GROWTM AND COST COMPOSITION

IN THE DWENSE AERGSPACE INDUSTRY

I. Introduction

Gsneral Issuo

Concern for Cost Growth. The cost of national defense is

always an issue in a democratic country. As Anthony points,

out, in M~nagement Co~-trol In Nonprofit Or~x-izations (2),

decisions in a democr Oic gov~ernmer't result from multiple

political pressures. 'hese political pressures divide the

limited resources of j country (2:511 . The United States is

no exception. As a major military powar of the frede world, it

shoulders a heavy financial buiden. The Domp-rtmont of Defense

(DOD) is responsible for mazmaging a major portion of this

burden.

In recent years, the taxpayers' perception of defense

apendi.'g has changed. According to a survey completed in 1985

an part of the President's Blue Ribbon Commisvion on Defenad

Managemen~t, th's aeragc American believes that almost half

(46%) of every defenve dollar' speit could be saved if fraud

and waste were elinuineted. Additionally, the survey reported

that only 14% of the public believe that defunse spending

should increase compared to 71%. who favored spor. rg I ncreases

in 1980 (28:29).

In addition to public att L. U n lefense spendInA, the

large federal deficit looms an another barrier' to liberal

1



defense budgets. It is clqir from the 1988 budget and the

comments of the President and legislative leaders that deficit

reduction has become a goal of the country (20:31,. Public

Law 100-119, *Balanced Bx.iget and Emergency Deficii. Control

Act" (Gramm-Rudman-Hollings,1985), is a specific example of

how serious the nation's leaders are about achieving this

goal.

According to Secretary of Defense Carlucci, the military

will receive its share ot budget reductions (13:49). These

reductions will come at a time when weapon systems cost more

than ever. For example, in 1954 the United States ordered

6300 fighters fo- 07 billion (in 1983 dollars). Ini i984. it

paid 511 billion (in 1983 dollars) to produce only 322 planes

(10:64). The price of a fighter increased from vii.i million

in 1954 to $34.2 million in 1984--a 308 percent increase as

measured in constant 1983 dollars.

Much of the cost growth in weapon systems can be

attributed to increased complexity and technological

capabilities (i0:64) . However, not all of the cop' increaser

can be associated with technxological requirements. A 19S0

Defense Science Board task force reported that weapon system

costs may be increasing by as much as 20 percent per year due

to economic (inflation) and government budgetary policy

factors (19:1).

A major issue that faces the Departmant of Defense for

the rqmainder of the 1980s and into the 1990s im cost control

(33:22). To achieve this, weapon system program managers must

2



understand the composition of contractors' costs and how they

are generated. Deputy Secretary of Defense Taft believes that

much can be ga.ned in the way of cost reductions by addressing

the major compoitents (direct and indirect costs) of contract

cost (3:24).

Cost Comnonents. Weapon system contract costs consist of

direct and indirect coits '12:31-7). The Cost Accounting

Standards Board (CASB) defines a direct cost 'as any cost

which can be identified with a particular final cost

objective' (7:5112). Indirect or overhead costs are defined

by the CASB as *any cost not directly identifiable with a

single cost objective, but identified with two or more final

cost objectives or with at least one intermediate cost

objective" (7:530e). Additionally, a cost objective is 'any

activity for which a separate measurement of cost is desired'

(16:21). In the defense industry, the contract is the final

cost objer'tive (19.7)

Overhead is often cited as comprising one third of the

total contract price of a woapon system (34:24) . More

importantly, overhead costq are viewed as being more difficult

to manage than direct costs (8:87). Trueger points out that

accoun-ing for indirect costs for government contracts hag

"alwaya posed the most difficult problems and generated the

most controversies' (35:277). In addition, many experts

believe that there is a trend of increasing indirect costs in

manufacturing industries as a consequence of factory

automation (22:142).
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Deputy Secretary of Defense Taft believes that reduction

of o'erhead costs is an important cost control initiative.

Secretary Taft wants top management to ensure that "adequate

personnel resources are applied to this area, (overhead cost

control) not only in numbers but in talent" (3:25).

Sptcific Problem Statement

There is a perception on the part of the public that

unacceptable cost growth exists in the defense industry

(28:29; 32:22). In addition, federal deficit reduction

initiatives are generating smaller Defense Department budgets.

As a result, DOD managers must be more concerned with

controlling the cost of weapon system acquisitions. According

to Deputy Secretary of Defense Taft, one important cost

control initiative is the DOD's effort to have contractors

reduce overhead costs (34:24).

To help achieve overhead cost reductions and better

control costs, managers need to know and understand past

weapon system cost trends. The m),,e program managers know

about cost behavior in the aerospace industry, the more

effective they will, be at controlling program costs.

Therefore, tha research investigates the trends of defense

aerospac- industry coats during the 1980m.

Renearch Objectives

This study confinas its research to the defense aerospace

industry. The resoarch objectives are to determine if "real'

cosL growth occurred in the industry during the period 1980



through 1986 and if the percentage of overhead costs to total

cost increased during the same period. In other words, have

costs increased in "real' terms and, if so. is the overhead

component disproportionally responsible for any of 1he growth?

Research Hypotheses

Two hypotheses a~e proposed to meet the researcb

objectives.

Hypothesis number one, costs increased in the defenie

&erompace industry during the period 1980 through 1986.

Hypothesis number two, the percentage of overhead costs

to total cost increased in the defense aerospace in•" .

during the period 180 through 198d.

Scope/Limitations

Scope. This study investigates the costs of defense

aerospace contractors under U. S. Air Force cognizance. The

annual costa of 16 contractor plants for the years 1980

through 1986 are used in the research. The source of the cost

data is the Business Management Information Report (BMIR),

Report Control Synibol (RCS): CMD-TM (A/R) 7801 filed with the

Business Management Office (BMO) of Head Quarters Alr Fo-rce

Contract Management Division (HQ AFCMD).

Limitations. The cost data in the BMIRs are proprietary.

As such, very few contractor specific statistics are printed

in this thesis Permission to view such statistics must be

obtained from the Buginess Management Office, office symbcl:

HQ AFCMD/TMO, Kirtland AFB NY 87117-5000.
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The cost data used in this thesis relate to production

plants and facilities, including their allocated share of

general and administrative expenses. No conclusionai can be

dravn from this research as to trends in the costs of

aerospace research and development projects.

There are probabli, differences in the way the contractors

in this sample classify and account for thei!, direct and

indirect costs. This study does not adjust for thesti

differences. However, the Cost Accounting Standards followed

by the contractors and periodic Defense Contract Audjt Agency

reviews should help minimize cost accounting diffe efces.

The cost data analyzed in this study pertains t,,

contractor plants. No a&tempt is made to link these costs to

specific government contracts. It is assumed that i. a

contractor's costs grew cver time, he would recoup these costs

through contract price increases.

Fi.naily, the period of this study ig limited to the years

1980 through 1986 becauca comparable cost data are not

available for other years.

Summary

This chapter identifies the problem of weapon system cost

control as the spetific issue of this thesis. It also points

out the DOD contention that reductions in overhead costs are

an important cost control initiative. Knowledge of historical

weapon system cost growth trends c4n help managers control

costi. This chapter introducea the study's two hypothesag

6



that are tested to meet the thesis objectives of identifying

cost growth and overhead growth trends in the defense

aerospace industry.

xhe next chapter dis,.ucsas the literature revieewed and

presents the background for the study.

7



II. Background

Introduction

The concern for cost control in the defense industry was

previously identified as the specific issue of thip thesis. A

major DOD cost control initiative is the effort to have

contractors reduce overhead costs. Awareness of past weapon

system cost trends is nez, ssary to better understand cost

inc-irrence and to help control these costs. Therefore, the

objective of this study is to determine if 'real" cost growth

occurred in the defense aerospace industry during the 1980s

and if the percentage of overhead costs to total cost

increased during the same period.

This chapter presents the study's back6round in four

sections. First, the term *cost" is defined and explained.

Second, the issue of cost responsibility is discussed. The

third section examines the perception of cost growth and cost

composition in the defense industry. Finally, three empirical

studies of cost growth and compositicn are summarized.

Cost Defined and Explained.

The word 'coat' has d iferent meanings to different

people. Because cos" is such an ambiguous term, it is

important to clearly define it and to specify how it is

measured. Thim is especially important for situations in

which the buyer agrtes to reimburse the seller ior goods or

services based on tha seller's cost (1:107-108). This section

defines what 'coat" means as used in accounting for governi..ent

8



contracts ind explains the fundamental principles of measuring

and accounting for cost.

Cost Defined. The Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR)

makes the following statement about a contract cost:

In ascertaining what constitutes a contract ccst. any
generally accepted accounting method for determining or
estimating costs that is equitable and consistently
applied may be used, including standard costs properly
adjusted 'or applicable variances [12:31-7).

Generally accepted accounting methods or principles are a

"corm,1ion set oz accounting concepts, standards, and

procedures . . . that act as a general guida for the

accounting profession' (17:7). Accounting Principles Board

(APB) Opinions are one source of generally accepted accounting

principles (17:6). APB Opinion Number, 43 defines cost as

follows:

the price paid or consideration given to acquire an
asset; it includes the applicable expenditures and
charges directly or indirectly incurred in br i nging
the asset to its existing condition and location
[9:27525).

The definition of cost provided by the APB will suffice

for this study since neither the FAR nor the CAS provide a

specific definition of cost. The next subsection explains the

composition of weapon system costs.

Cost Explained. Weapon system contract costs are made up

of two components--direct costs and indirect costs (12:31-7).

The official government definition of the direct cost

component as stated in Cost Accounting Standard (CAS) 402 and

the FAR reads as foilows: "a direct cost is any cost which can

be identified ipecifically with a particular final cost

9



objective" (12:31-202). Direct costs, iD& turn, are

categorized as direct labor, direct material, and otha- direct

charges (35:267) .

The direct labor cost category is the cost associated

wilh the tinie workers uoe to generate output for the specific

cost objective. The direct mater'ial category is the cost of

raw materials and purchased parts that are used for the final

cost objective (23-42). The other direct charges category

contains those costs other than direct labor or materials that

can be directly idantified to the cost objective (35:267).

The second cost component is indirect or overhead costs

(for this study, indirect and overhead are synonymous terms-

Thu CASB provides the following definition of indirect costs:

"any cost not directly identiiied with a single uosa objectiv..

but identified with two or mcre final cost objectives or with

at least one intermediate objective* (7:5308).

Total overhead includes not only indirect manufacturing

and facilities costs incurred ii the ;lant, but also an

allocated portion of Aeneral and administrative costs that are

incurred outside the plan- by the home office (1:242).

Government contracts include an additional allocation of

indirect cost classified ag Independent Research and

Development (IR&D) and Bid &nd Proposal (B&P) cos'3 (35:277).

IR&D costa are the cost of research and development that are

not required in the performance of a contract but benefit the

contract to some degree. B&P costs are incurred in preparing

bids and/or proposals for governmcnt contractz (7:5725-5726).

10



Unlike the direct cost component which has three standard

categories (direct labor, direct material, and other direc'.

charges) , the overhead component has many categories which may

vary between contractors (35:277). Indirect costs are also

associated with more than one final cost objective. Indirect

costs must first be accumulated into cost pools, which are

management devices for collecting similar costs, and then

allocated to the cost objectives (1:190).

"An el1)cation is simply a proportional assignment of a

cost to cost objectives" k8:8) . These allocations are made

on a "judgmental basis' by applying an overhead rate to the

cont pool tc arrive at the amounts to be allocated to the cost

objectives %23:30) . CAS 418.40 states that 'pooled costs
Shhal1. ba allocated to cost obJactJvc in reancnable proportion

to the beneficial or causal relationships of the pooled coets

tc cost objectives (7:5697).

Figure 1 summarizes the composition of contract cost.

There are two cost components--direct and indirect. Direct

costs are identifiable to a particular cost objective and are

categorized as direct labor, direct materialr, and other

direct charges. Indirect costs are identifiable to two or

more cost objectives and are allocated to the applicable

objectives based oQY some beneficial or casual relatiorship.

There are m6.ny categories of indirect costs, but four

standardized categories are used in this study. These

categories are labor related costs, travel costs;

dcprociation, use, and occupancy costs; and othor costs.

11



TOTAL
COST

COMPONENTS OF COSTS

SDirect Indirect

Direct Direct OthEer
Labor Matrinal Direct

Charges

LaorTravel Depr. Other
ReltedUse & Costs[ Occupancy

Figure 1. Contractor Cost Composition
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Cost Contro.

Cost Responsibility. Organizations employ a variety of

techniques to control and manage their costs. In addition,

laroe government contractors must follow a number of

"regsilatory guidelines promulgated in the Cost Accounting

Standards and the Federal Acquisition Regulations, and

requirements in the DOD Cost/Schedule Control Systems Criteria

(35:164; 1.9:3).

An important aspect of cost management and

responsibility is the issue of controllable and

noncontrollable costs. 'An item of cost is controllable if

the amount of cost assigned to a responsibility center is

significantly influenced by actions of the manager of the

responsibility center. Otherwise it is noncontrollable'

(1:591). Therefore, the classification of costs as

controllable or noncontrollable depends on who is responsible

for incurring the costs.

Cost and management accounting texts indicate that the

responsibility for cost mana.gement lies with the company

because the company has control over incurring costs.

However, in the defense industry, the government seems to

assume a portion of the responsibility for cost control.

Trueger highlights this contention by stating 'the

governmtnt's intensive and extensive participation in the

affairs of its ,ontractors has virtually no counterepart in the

commercial sector' (35:1.89). The government lays the ground

rules for contractor .l;ct:-on; audits the contractors'

13



facilities, records, and books; establishes contract cost

principles and practices; mandates certain insurance

coverage; and may even dictate whether z c;omponent of the

fina1 . product should be manufactured or purchased (35:169-

190).

Riddell also recognizes that the heavy influence oi

government in the defense sector makes the industry unique

from othir business sectors (30:452-t53). Riddell is

particularly critical of the *boom and bu3t cycles" generated

by congressional budgetary actions thdt create weapon program

instability and generally drive up u-'it costz (30:456).

The above discussion indicates that the responsibility

for cost control does not lie solely with defense contractors.

Such an environment may not. support ei-3ctive coni, mastugi,-aant

because the responsibility for cost control is not well

defined.

Cost Control. Trueger explains that direct costs are

easily and economically traceible to a cost objective. The

extent to which costs are directly identified and assignod to

the final cost objective is 'tempered by considerations of

expense, convenience, and practicability" (35:267). In other

words, there is a cost-benefit decision associated with

classifying costs as direct or indirect. Since direct costa

benefit a single cost objective, they are not as difficult to

control as indirect cost (1:591-592)

However, since indirect costs are allocated to more than

one cost objective, they are less controllable than direct

14



costs (i:59]). According to Deakin and Maher, indirect cost

are not only less controllable than direct costs, buL the

allocation cf there costs to cost objectives is often made on

a rather arbitrary basis. Critics of cost allocktion claim

that it results in misleading financial reports and poor

management decisions (8-87).

Miller and Vollman claim that results of their 1985

survey of North American manufacturers, show that mo:3t

maaagers understand what gene.'ates direct labor and direct

material costs, but are much less aware of what generates

overhead costs (22:143). For this reason, overhead is often

misunderstood and debztad.

Trueger e:plains that allowability of indirect costs has

generated the most difficult problems and controversies in

accounting for government contracts. In fact, most of the

goveunmant contract cost principles are dedicated to the

coverage of indirect costs (35: 143).

The Corzptroller General's *Report on the Fasibility of

Applying Unitorm Cost Accounting Standards to Negotiated

Defense Contracts" states the following about indirect costs:

Indirect costs, in the aggregate, represent the largest
single class of expense incurred under Government
contracts. The allocation of indirect costs is one of
the most controversial in cost accounting for 37overnment
contracts and is subject to alternativý, approaches. It
is not a problem that can be solved by simple or rigid
rules. Indirect coat assignments of necessity cannot be
as accurately determined as direct ones, but they still
must be based on some demonstrable relationships between
the reasons why costs were incurred and the cost
objectives to which they are assigned [35:280).

15



Perceptions of Cost Growth and Cost Composition

Many articles exist that addresn weapon system cost

growth and composition. The following sections provide a

brief review of these articlz. Tables I and 2 summnarize the

articles' key assertions on cost growth and wost composition

respectively.

Cost Growth. A 1985 survey conducted as part of the

President's 2lue Ribbon Commission on Defense Management

indicates that the American public believe the defense

industry has experienced unacceptable cost growth.

Additionally, thoje surveyed think the Defcnse department is

wasting almost ZOO billion a year (28:29).

Some individuals who study thn defense industry also

concludo th&t costs in the industry are -dramatically"

increasing. Olvery eL al., in their book The Economics of

National Security (26) , state that 'there in no doubt that the

price of weapon systems have increased dramatically over the

past several decades." The authors see no reversal of this

trend in thf r.ear future (26:229) . Ganslea believes that

rising weapon system costs will continue to plague the DO) due

to a variety of factors peculiar to the defense :.ndustry

(11:226).

Qansler cites such problems as high excess industry

capacity luvels, insufficient levels of capit.al ý.nvestment,

and technologicai1y complex weapon syatems for the high rates

of cost growth. lie also expects weapon system costs to

continue to increase because of the near term trends of
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Ta.le I

Suary of Cost Growth Ausertion8

Author Year Assertion Citation

Jacques Gansler, 1980 Cut backs in Defonse spending, low capital 11:22t
author of The investmnnt, and other industry peculiarities
Defense Industry will lead to rising weapon system costs.

Ton iiddle, Professor 1984 The strincture of the defense industry 20:454
of Econnaics. Smith precipitates irpeasive wapon systems
College and drives cost grcwtb.

Olvey, Golden, ad 1984 There is no doubt that the price of wapon 25:229
Kully, authors of system has increased dramatically over the
The Iconoaics of past tw Gecades (1960s and 1970s) and this
lational Securit trend will probably continue.

Congresuional Budget 1985 Annual cost growth of selected weapon 33:21
Office systems has been reduced from 14% in

calender year 1980 to 11 in calender yeai
1983.

Rand Corporation 1988 Cost growth in the defense ýecr is now 18:24
no greater than in civil program of
siailar size and complexity.
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Table 2

Sunsry of Overhead Cost Assertions

Yehc ar Afiehrtins Citation

Jacques (lansler, 1080 DOD overhead rates are higher than 11.170,
author of The U.S. minufacturing industry norm. 226
Def ense Induutr Overhead costg and rates %all continue

to rise fol. apon system.

Tboux~ Bonn, Maj., 1982 0vapbead costs accouat for more than 90 :
USAF of total contract compietion costs and

have approached 75% in inflatio~ary times.

T'dant Wite, IUJ., 1q84 DOD indirect costs are large and volatile 19:13
USAF and ai-e usually incurred us a fuaction of

time rather than as a function of a
costractop's direct work load.

Deputy Secretary of l8IM Overhead coato make up rouohly one third 33:11
Defense William Taft of the price paid for wapon syste..

The reduction of overhead costs is an
ispoetant DOD cost co'rtrol initiative.

Jeffery Miller and 1S83 Overhead aveiales 35% oi productior costs 21:41-42
Thowas Vcllmn, is U.S. manufacturing and the percentage
Professors, Operation hus been rising for tha paut 100 years.

Boston University
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smaller defense buigets, fewer subcontra--tors, dependence on

foreign raw materials, and increases in excess industrial

capacity (11:224-227).

Riddle argues many of the same points as Gansler and

explains that 'the services' emphasis on very high performance

spe-'fi. 'ations for technologically sophisticated weapon

systems disregards the importance of the cost ciiteria"

(Riddle:454).

However, recent studies seem to contradict public

opinion. Cost growth in the defense industry may actually be

leveling off in the 1980s after cost overruns of 50 to 70

percent in the 1970s (Riddle:455). A 1986 Rand study

concludes that cost growth in defense programs is now no

greater than cost growth in similar civil programs (18:24).

In addition, the Congressional Budget Office has 'estimated

that annual cost growth on selected major systems has been

reduced from 14 percent in calender year 1980 to only one

perient by the end of calender year 1983' (34:21)

The literature indicates that weapon systems experienced

significtnt cost growth in the 1960s and 1970a. Some believe

that this trend continues in the ]980s. However, there seems

to be some evidence that the significant cost growth of the

past may be slowing in the 1980s. The next section presents

the background on cost composition of the past five to ten

years,

Cost Composition. Since the heginning of the industrial

revolution, machines have been replacing direct labor. Th,
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mechanization of the work force has been changing the

composition of cost (direct and indirect) and continues to

influence cost composition today. The direct labor contenit of

total costs has appreciably decreased in favor of indirect

costs (32:45).

Miller and Vollman explain that overhead costs have been

steadily increasing as a perrentage of total manufacturing

costs for more than 100 years (22:142). Results of a survey

administered by Miller and Vollman indicate that manufacturing

overhead averages :5 percent of production costs in U.S. I
industry (22: 143) .

Resulto of another survey conducted by Harry Schwarzbach

shows that levels of indirect costs range from 2 to 67

percent. Indirect costs averaged 29 percent of total

manufacturing costs for the 112 manufacturing companies

surveyed. Most companies reported direct materials ae the

largest coat component (31:47).

The perception of cost composition in the defense

industry varies among "experts.' Deputy Secretary of Defense

Taft believes overhead costs make up about one third of the

price paid for weapon systeme (34:24) . Bowman asserts that

"overhead costs account for greater than 50 percent (and in

inflationary times has approached 75 percent) of total

contract completion costo' (5:1). Mahler states that overhead

costs are large and volatile and increase more as a function

of time rather than contractor direct workload (19:13).
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There is little disagreement, however, that overhead

costs are a problem in the dofense industry. Riddle believes

that the structure of the defense industry results in a

tendency for overhead costs to increase (Riddle:454). Gansler

points out that the industry's high levels of excess capacity

drive up overhead costs. He predicts that as defense spending

decreases, weapon system overheau costs and total costs will

increase (11:226). Deputy Secretary of Defense Taft

places 'special emphasis' on efforts to reduce overhead costs

because they are a significant cost control problem (34:24).

Empirical Studies

During the course of the literature rpview, a number of

cost studies were examined and three of the most applicable

are disc:ussed in this section. Table 3 provides a summary of

each study.

Martinson Study (21). The earliest study, Classification

System for Indirect Costs of Defense Contractors in the

Aircraft Industry (21), was completed in 1969 by Major Otto

Martinson. This study was sponsored by the Office of

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics).

The objective of the research was to develop a standard

classificatioi, system for indirect costg to "provide an

improved methodology for evaluating and forecasting indirect

costs." The need for such a clasn'ification system was driven

by the problem of analyzing contractor overhead cost data when

there exists such a lai-ge variety of overhead account

categories. Tiie study covered the period 1962 to 1966.
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Table 3
Su ry of E&irical Cost Studies Reviewed in the 3econd Chapter

Period
of Study Sampe Cost Growth Overhead Costs

I. 1962-190H 11 Aircraft lot an objective of A. Total cost average compositioit:
MinifacturLng the study
Plants Direct Labor z 18.3%

Direct Materitl 45.9%
Overhead 35.9%

B. Overhead cost average composition:
Labor Related 57.1%
Facilities If.51
Travel/Comn 3.4%
Other 23.0%

C. The % of Overhead Coits to
Total Cost retined stable
over the period.

I1. 101-1977 21 Industries A. Aircraft industry A. Total cost average composition in the
as Definid by costs grew at an aircraft industry fioa 1061-1965:
35 Codes annual rate of 8.81.

Direct Labor 16 1%

Overhead : 386

a. Total cost average cososition in th6
aircra-t industry from 1073-1977:

Direct Labor z 131
Direct Material : 45%
OverheaA : 421

III. 1977-1980 5 93*1 aircraft A. Cost Orowth: A. Total cost average compositiop:

Production

Program 1978-1979: 11.9% 1978 1979 1980
1972-1380: 17.61

Direct Labor 10.41 10.41 10.01
B. Contribution to cost Direct Mattrial 49.11 48.81 50,1z

growth. Overhead 40.41 40.91 39.9%

78-79 79-80 B. Overhead cost average composition:

DL 6.91 6.91 Labor Related 681
IM 49.71 58.91 0thap : 331

OH 43.41 34.21
lote:

DL = Direct Labor; DN z Direct Material; OR OvIrbead

I. Martinson Study; II. Kait: and Associates Study; III. Coopers and Lybrand Study
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Population/Sample. The population of the study is

the aircraft industry. Martinson's sample consists of 11

contractor plants that produced aircraft products. Three of

the plants produced jet engines, two produced avionics, and

six produced airframes. During the study's time frame, these

11 plants employed about 41 percent of the aircraft industry's

work force.

Summary of Methodology. The data collection

irvolved field visits to nine of the subject plants to gather

information on their cost accounting structures and indirect

cost classifications. The Defense Contract Audit Agency

(DCAA) was employed to gather the cost and operating data from

each plant. Detailed instructions for collecting the coat

data were prepared by Martinson and provided to the resident

DCAA auditors at the contractor plants.

The analysis involved two phases. The first was a

comparative analysis of the cost accounts and accounting

procedures used in the plants to determine the best indirect

cost classification mode to use. In other words, should costs

be classified by the nature of the costs consumed, by the

nature of the process consuming the costs, or by the

organizational units consuming the costs? The second phase

developed applications for the indirect cost classification

system. Descriptive statistics of the sample's costs wbre

computed, a price deflator for overhead costs was constructed,

and a regression model was developed to demonstrate the

applications of the standard overhead classification system.
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Results. Th6 primary result of this rese .rch was

the development of 11 standardized overhead *cost modes' or

categories. These categories are indirect labor, employee

benefits, payroll taxes, employment, communication and travel,

production related, facil.ities--building and land,

facilities--furniture and equipment, administration, future

business, and other miscellaneous.

The descriptive statistics showed that direct labor

comprised 16 percent of total cost; direct material 48

percent; and overhead 36 percent. 57 percent of total

indirect costs (21 percent of total costs) are composed of

labor related expenses--indirect labor, employee benefits, aid

payroil taxes. Facilities costs are the second highest,

averaging 16.5 percent of total annual indirect costs. The

cost categories of communication and travel, administration,

future business, and other miscellaneous make up the remaining

26.5 percent. Indirect costs as a percentage of total costs

increased by 1.5 percent from 1962 to 1966.

Kaitz and Associates Study (27). This study is entitled

Overhead Costs and Rates in the U.S. Defense Industrial Base

(27) ani was completed by Edward M. Kaitz and Associates (KA)

for the Office of Naval Research in October 1980. It was

performed to *explore the structure of overhead costs and

rates witbin U.S. industry in order to provide the military

acquisition manager with a bettor understanding of the

organization and dynamics of the industrial structure on which

he relies. Tl.e study covers tha years 1961 to 1977.
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Population/Sample. The population of this study is

the defense aerospace industry. The KA researchers obtained

their sample data from the Department of Commerce. Twenty-one

different industries are included in the study as defined by

their Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code. A

detailed analysis of the aircraft indust.'y (SIC codes 3721--

aircraft and 3724-- aircraft engines) was completed as part of

this study.

Summary of Methodology. The cost data are collected

by SIC codes. As such, the cost Qata are highly aggregated

and contain no specific information on either overhead costs

or rates. To facilitate their investigation, gijen the

available data, the researchers use the following definition

Overhead Cost = Sales - (Direct Labor + Direct Material) (1)

Note that the study's definition includes profit as a

part of overhead. KA justify their definition by arguing that

most accounting systems are uniquely tailored to an individual

company. By establishing a more broad definition of overhead,

the study portrays "more general industrial and economic

t~rends."

The cost data are organized around the concept of the

"statistically average production liae worker' and the
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resources used to support him. This technique resUltS in a

total cost per production worker computed as follows:

Resources Used = Total Industry Total Direct (2)
Per Worker Sales Labor

KA then break the *resources used per worker' figure into 1)

workers wages; 2) material; and 3) overhead (including

proiit).

Results. The study's aircraft industry data show

that for the years 1961 to 1965, 17.5 percent of every sales

dollar is attributable to direct labor, 46.8 percent to direct

materials, and 35.6 percent to overhead and profit. However,

for the last five years of the study (1973 to 1977) the cost

composition changes. Direct labor drops to 12.7 percent of

every sales dollar, direct materials remain relatively steady

at 45 percent, and overhead and profit increase to 42.24

percent. Energy costs, supplementary wage costs (fringe

benefits and payroll taxes), and corporate profits were fou:;Id

to be increasing the fastest over the period 1951 to 1977.

The data indicate that costs in the aircraft industry

grew at an avepage annual rate of 8.6 percent. Of this

increase, direct labor contributed 24.3 percent, direct

materials 34.3 percent, and overhead 41.3 percent.

KA concluded that, for the period studied, the increase

in overhead rates (overhead dividea by direct labor) were

greator than they anticipated. They believed that factors of

production other than indirect labor drove up overhead costs.
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Further, they thought that production line wages had a minor

impact on industry cost growth. Other costs such as overhead

and material costs rose much more rapidly and should be

regarded as key factors in driving up unit prices in the

aerospace industry.

Coopers and Lybrand Study (29). This study, Review of

Price Changes in Department of Defense Weapon Systems (29),

was a subcontracted effort by Coopers and Lybrand (CL) for The

Analytical Sciences Corporation (TASC). It was directed by

the offices of the Undersecretary of Defense (Research and

Engineeri'ng) and the Assistant Secretary of Defense

(Comptroller). The stu:y reviewed price changes in DOD weapon

systems over the pe-'iod 1978 through 1980 and was specifically

engaged to provide the following:

1.) Dociimentation of weapon system end item prices during
liscal years 1978 through 1980

2.) Determination and analysis of causal factors
underlying any observed price changes

3.) Assessment of the probable duration of factcrs which
may be causing extraordinary upward price pressures.

Population/Sample. The population of this study is

the defense industry. The systems selected for a complete

review were mature, stable programs. These programs did not

involve any research and development costs and did not have

many design or requirement cnanges. CL justify their sample

as fo.lows: *the selection criteria utilized were necessary

to maximize comparability of data across systems and across

fiscal years.'
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Summary of Methodology. The researchers' approach

to measuring weapon system price changes was accomplished by

documenting the contract billing prices by system for each

fiscal year in the study. The contract billing prices and

other information were collected via a questionnaire/worksheet

that was completed by the contractors. This information was

then used to construct and analyze the contractors' direct and

indirect costs elements. Adjustments were made to the cost

data to separate cost increases due to inflation front those

caused by quantity increases or decreases and requirement

changes.

Results. Table 4 summarizes the CL results. Direct

labor averages 10.3 percent of total costs, direct materials

49.3 percent. and overhead comprises 40.4 percent. Labor

related expenses make up 66 percent of overhead costs. The

results also show that contract billing price rates increased

by 9.9 percent for 1978-1979 and 14.9 percent for 1979-1980.

Direct material costs account for 49.7 percent of the 1978-

1979 increase and 58.9 percent of the 1979-1980 price

increase. Overhead costs account for 43.4 percent of the

1978-1979 and 34.2 percent of the 1979-1980 price increases.

The research results also indicate that direct material

price increases out-paced inflation in the 1979-1980 period

with a rate of growth of 19.2 percent. Overhead costs grew at

about the same rate as inflatiorn for both periods. However,

the overhead cost categoriez of "labor fringe benefits' and

"utility' charges grew at a faster rate than inflation.
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Table 4

Summary of the Coopers and Lybrand Results

1Y1978-79 FY1979-80

A. Price Changes:

1. Aircraft Price Changes
Unadjusted 11.9% 17.6%

2. Aircraft Price Changes
AdjusteI 9.9% 14.9%

3. Producers Price Index
Increase 10.1% 13.4%

4 Gross National Product

Deflator Increase 8.6% 9.1%

B. Price Increase by Cost Element

1. Direct Material 9.9% 19.2%

2. Direct Labor 6.4% 10.6%

3. Overhead and Otne- 10.5% 13.3%

C. Contribution to Total Price
Increase

1. Direct Material 49.7% 58.9%

2. Direct Labor 6.97 6.9%

3. Overhead and Other 43.4% 34.2%

FY 1978 FY 1979 PY 1980

D. Composition of Total Price

1. Direct Material 49.1% 48.8% 50.1%

2. Direct Labor 10.4% 10.4% 10.0.

3. Overhead and Other 40.4% 40.9'. 9.9".
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CL concluded that the defense. sector will be

distinguished from industry as a whole due to economic factors

that are unique to it. These factors include rising energy

costs (aerospace maUerials are energy intensive), scarcity of

certain critical raw materials, and a limited suppl and

capacity to produce certain critical parts. They believed

these factors will have a signi.ficant impact on future weapon

system )rices (%9:5)

The scope of the three studies reviewed in this section

are somewhat different. The KA study uses Department of

Commerce data from 21 Standard Industrial Classification codes

to construct e picture of defense industry coat composition

and trends. Martinson has a narrower range of data in hiss

study with 11 specific aircraft plants. CL use an even

smaller data base with only five major weapon systems included

in the complete review.

Wt ile the KA and %he CL studies both acknowledge cost

growth, they arrive at different cost categories as being

primar.: r responsible for the 8rowth. The KA results indicate

that ott-head is responsible for most of the cost growth (41.3

percent , and the CL results show that the direct materials

category is mostly responsible (54.3 percent) for cost growth.

However. ll three studies arrive at very similar conclusions

about total cost composition. Total cost is 46 to 50 percent

direct ituaterial, 10 to 16 percent direct labor an. A6 to 40

percent overhead. Each study also concludes that labor

related costs (indirect labor, fringe benefits, and payroll
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taxes) and energy costs comprise the largest proportion of

overhead and are primarily responsible for overhead growth.

Summary

Cost and its various components are defined in this

chapter. How cost is accounted for and controlled, the

parties responsible for controlling costs, and the )erception

of cost growth and cost composition in the defense industry

are also discussed. The last section of this chapter presents

empirical studies of cost growth and cost composition in the

1960s and 1970s.

Cost growth existed in the defense industry over the past

two decades. Recent manufacturing industry trends (over the

past five to ten years) involving technological modernization

and automation may be shifting the composition of cost from

direct to indirect costs. Also, th3 intense participation of

government in the defense industry, with its qmphaais on

"high-tech" weapon systems, may be contributing to indirect

and total cost growth.

The literature indicates a belief that defense industry

costs have been increasing since the 1960s and that thq

relationship of overhead costs to total costa may also be

increasing. The next cliapter explains the methodology used to

test the study's hypotheses that address these two issues.
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III. Methodology

Introduction

The previous chapter provides a review of the literature

on cost composition and cost trends in the manufacturing and

defense industries. There are assertions made in this

literature that costs are increasing in the defense industry

and thet indirect costs are growing relative to total costs :n

the manufacturing industry. Thene assertions form the basis

for this study's hypotheses. The first hypothesis is that

costs increased in the defense aerospace industry during the

period 1980 through 1986. The secouid hypothesis states that

the percentage of overhead costs to total cost increased in

the de6fens, aerospace inductry during the same perind..

This chapter explains the methodology employed to test

the study's two hypotheses and is divided into three sections.

The first section describes the population and the study's

sample. The next section explains the data collection prccess

and data base. The third section explains the data analysis

phase which includes the following: (1) the stande~rization

of overhead cost categories; (2) the conversion of costs to

constant dollars; (3) the selection of financial measures for

use in the statistical analysis; and (4) the statistical

analysis which tests the study's two hypotheses. Figure 2

presents a flow diagram of the study's methodology.
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Population and Sample Size

Population. The population for this study consists of

all defense aerospace contractors classified by the following

Department of Commerce Standard Industrial Classification

(SIC) codes: 3721, Aircraft; 3724, Aircraft Engines and

Engine Parts; 3728, Aircraft Equipment; 3761, Guided

Mi.siles and Space Vehicles; 3764, Space Propulsion Units and

Parts; and 3769, Space Vehicle Equipment (36:39-1).

ample Size. "The sample is composed o! 16 aerospace

contractor plants. The plants are under Headquarters Air

Foice Contract Management Division (HQ AFCMD) cognizance and

are located throughout the United States. During the period

1980 to 1988, the sample's total cost aver-aged 32 percent of

aerospace industry sales. Table 5 presents the annual

percentage of the sample's total cost to industry cales.

The contractors in the sample were not randomly selected.

However, based on the percentages in Table 5 and the fact that

the plants produce a broad range of aerospace products such as

aircraft, aircraft engines, aircraft equipment, guided

missiles and space equipment, it is assumed that the sample is

representative of the population.

Data Collection

The cost data were obtained from HQ AFCMD's Business

Management Office (BMO) . The BMO is responsible for

collecting cost data from each plant under Air Force

cognizance. The cost data are collected annually via the

Business Management information Report (BMI10) , Report
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Table 5

Percentage of Sample's Total Cost to
Aerospace Industry Sales

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

Costs for
Selected
Coritractors
(11 Millions) 24672 25297 25246 26402 31954 34179 40017

Total
industiy
Sales
(S Millions) 69624 72852 86900 92930 104863 110450 110836

% of Costs
to Sales 35.4% 34.7% 29.0% 28.4% 30.5% 35.0% 36.1%
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Control Symbol (RCS):CMD-TM (A/B) 7801 (AFCMDB 10-1:38). The

BMIRs for the period 1980 through 1986 are the source

documents for the cost data used in this study.

The Air Force Plant Representative Offices (AFPRO) at the

contractors' facilities complete the BMIRs in accordance with

AFCMD Re8ulation 70-1 and additional instructions provided by

the BMO. In short, the BMIR is completed by compiling cost

data directly from the contractors' cost accounting systzms.

¶ihe result is a record of the contractors' annual costs by

cost category--direct labor, dircct material, other qirect

charges, an6 overhead. The overhead category is further

broken down and reported by sub categories.

A number of price indexes were selected to convert the

cost data to constant dollars. All but two of the price

indoxes used in this study were obtained from the Cowmerce

Department's Survey of Current Business 1986 (3e) . The two

exceptions are the Industry Shipments Price Index for the

aercospace industry and tae figures us ,d to compute the Aveyage

Hourly Wage of Aerospace Pr'oduction Workers Indsx, both of

w•ivch were obtained from the International Trade

Administra.tion'a U S Industrial Outlook 1986 (37). The

rationale for using the selected price indexes and a list of

the index values are presented later in this chapter (page

38).

Data Ana!ysts

This section explains the (1) standardization of overhead

cost categories; (2) convoesion of costs to constant dollars;
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(3) selection of financial measures for use in the statistical

analysis; and (4) the statistical tests for the study's two

hypotheses.

Standardization of Ove-head Cost Categories.

Before any analysis of the cost figures in the BMIRs can

be conducted, the contractors' overhead cost categories must

be standa-dized. The standardization simplifies the data

analysis and makes the coat data more comparable between

years. HQ AFCMD recognized the need to standardize contractor

overhead cost categories reported in the BMIP.s. In 1987, the

Business Management Office provided instructions to the Air

Force Plant Reprssentative Offices (AFPROs) to group

contractor overhead costs into nine standardized categories

beg J innring wiJth t hear 193 flIk.7s (I iA . Th- ie acoice are

listed and explained in Appendix A.

The overhead cost categoriea are combined into four

standard groupings for this study. The study limited the

standard overhead cost groupings to four categories because of

the diffizulty in objectively fitting the contractor overhead

cost categories reported in the 1980 through 1984 BMIRs to the

standardized overhead categories reported in the 19e5 and 1986

BMIRs.

The four standardized overhead cost categorias used in

this study are as follows:

(1) Labor Related includes all overhead accounts in
which the majority of the costs relate to the
compensation of indirect employees. This grouping
includes, but is not limited to, indirect labor,
fringe benefits, payroll taxes, and payroll
expenses.
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(2) Travel includes all overhead accounts identified
as travel expense.

(3) Depreciation, Use, and Occupancy includes all
overhead accounts related to the contractor's
plant and operating supplies. This grouping
includes, but is not limited to, depreciation
expense, offico supplies, utilities, lease or rent
expense, and expendable equipment.

(4) Other includes those overhead accounts that are
not included in the above categories. This grouping
includes, but is not limited to, computer expenses,
hazard insurance, corporate taxes, communication,
corporate allocations, miscellaneous transfers, and
other expenses.

The result of classifying the BMIR overhead cost categories

into the four standardized groupings is contained in Appendix

B. The appendix lists each overhead cost category contained

in the 1980 through 1986 BMIRs by the appropriate standardized

overhead grouping.

Conversion to Constant Dollars. The then-year or actual

dollars contained in the BMIRg are deflated by price indexes

to obtain a real or constant dollar estimate of the costs in

1980 dollars. Once this adjustment is made, comparison of

costs betwean years can be made.

To mitigate the eflect of any bias that may be introduced

by the subjective selection of price indexes, three approaches

are taken to convart tne cost data to constant dollars. The

result is the creation of three constant dollar data bases for

use in generating the financial measures for the statistical

analysis. The constant dollar data bases are labeled Data

Sets A, B, and C and are adjusted using the following indexes:

Data Set A: Producer's Price Index (PPI) , Industrial
Commodtlies--Transportation Equipment
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Data Set B: Industry Shipments Price Index--Aerospace

Data Set C: Adjusted by a composite of the following:

(1) Direct Labor: Average Hourly Wage of
Production Workers--Aerospace

(2) Direct Material: Producer Price Index (PPI),
IntermediaLte Material

(3) Other Direct Charges: PPI, Industrial
Commodities--Transportation Equipment

(4) Overhead--Labor Related: Employment Cost
Index--White Collar Workers

(5) Overhead--Trai.el: Consumer Price Index (CPI),
Public Transportation

(6) Overhead--Depreciation Use, and Other: Average
of:

(a) PPI, Industrial Commudities--Equipment and

Machinery

(b) P!, industrial Com-noditie---Capital Equip

(c) CPI, Fuel And Utilities--Piped Gas and
Electricity

(7) Overhead--Other: FPI, Industrial Commodities--
Transportation Equipment

The rationale for selecting the price indexes for each data

set is presented in Appvndix C. Table 6 lists the price index

values for each year and data set with 1980 as the base year.

The table lists these index values in the same format as above

For example, *Data Set C (i1" lists the price index values for

direct labor. Appendix D presents the sample's direct and

indirect colts in then-year and constant dollars (Data Sets A,

B, and C) for years 1980 through 1986.
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Table 6

Price Index Values for Data Sets A, B, and C
(Base Year = 1990)

Year 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

Data Set A 100 113.7 120.6 124.0 126.9 130.2 133.3

Data Set B 100 112.6 124.5 130.6 136.0 137.4 139.5

Data Set C (1) 100 113.0 123.4 132.1 133.7 140.2 144.8

(2) 100 109.2 110.7 111.4 1)4.2 113.7 109.7

(3) 100 113.7 120.6 124.0 128.9 130,2 133.3

(4) 100 108.3 116.7 124.5 132.3 139.0 145.4

(5) 100 112.1 116.7 119.5 124.8 128.1 129.8

(6a) 10 109.7 116.3 119.4 122.2 124.6 126.5

(6b) 100 110.2 116.5 119.8 122.6 125.3 127.7

(6c) 100 114.6 130.5 142.0 147.5 150.0 148.0

(7) 100 113.7 120.6 124.0 126.9 130.2 133.3
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Financial Measures. The financial measures explained in

the following paragraphs are used to test the study's two

hypotheses. The financial measures consist of kl) an activity

base used to represent industry output; and (2) financial

ratios used as dependent variables in the statistical tests.

Activity Base. An activity base that measures

industry output must be selected to provide a relative measure

of cost growth during the period 1980 to 1986. This activity

base is necessary in order tc identify cost growth that is not

associated with sales growth. Figure 3 is a graph of the

sample's total costs and total direct labor, direct material,

other direct, and overhead costs in then-year dollars for 1980

through 1966. Figure 4 is the same graph in constant dollars

(Data Set C) . It is impossible to interpret trom either graph

the portion of cost growth driver; by increased sales from that

portion driven by other factors. To help eliminate this

problem, an activity base that allows costs to be expressed in

a cost per unit measure is required.

Units produced probably provides the most accurate

measure of industry output. However, sucl. a measure is not

readily available for this study. Instead, twu other measures

are used as activity basea to gauge industry output. These

measures are direct labor hours and direct labor dollars.

The use of these activity bases as surrogate" for output is a

legitimate option because, in general, as output increases or

decreases so does direct labor (4:122).
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ThE direct labor hours are computed for each contractor

by dividing the contractor's direct labor costs by the average

hourly wage of aerospace production workers. The average

hourly wage data are contained in 11 S Industrial Outlook 1988

(37:39--2,39-2).

Financial Ratios. Financial ratios are required to

serve as dependent variables in the statistical tests. These

i'atios measure certain financial characteristics of the

:3ample.

The ratios of Cost Per Direct Labor Hour (Cost/DL Hr) and

Cost Per Direct Labor Dollar (Cost/DL S) are used to test

hypothesis number one. It is assumed that increases in these

ratios indicate that costs in the industry have increased,

while decreanes in the ratios indicate the opposite. Both

measures are used in the test of hypothesis number one to see

if like result.s are obtained. Like results will help

substantiato the conclusions assuming that each ratio

accurately measures industry cost growth for the seven year

period.

The ratio of Overhead Costs to Total Costs (OH/TC) is

used to test hypothesis naumber two. It is assumed that an

increase in this ratio indicates that the percentage of

overhead costs to total cost has increaaed and a decrease in

the ratio indicates the opposite.

All three financial ratios are expressed in constant

doll.-rs for use in the hypothesis tests. Table 7 provides a

summary of the financial ratios and how they will be used in
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Table I

Financial Ratios J.ed as rependcant
Variables in Statistical Analyjis

Hypothesis No. 1 Hypotnesis No. 2

Dat-. Set Dependen, Variable Dependent Vai Jable

A Cost per DL Houx

h Cost per DL Hov.r

C Cost per DL hour

Then-Year S Cost per DL Dollar

C Cost per DL Dolla:'.

Then-Yeav 0 Overhead/Total Cost

C Overhead/Total Cost



the hypothesis tests, Appendix E provides a list of the

financial ratio values by contractor an, year for Data Seta A,

B, and C and the Then-Year dollars Data Set.

!t should be noted that a ratio of a cost to a cost is

compute4 only in then-year dollars and for Data Set C. Data

sets A and B are each adjusted to constant dollars using ona

price index and, therefore, the cost to cost ratio does not

change. For exarnple, the ratio of overhead costs to total

cost is the same for the Then-Year Dollars Data Set, Data Set

A, and Data Set B.

Statistical Analysis. Statistical analysis is used in

this study because the available cost data are but a sample of

the defense aerospace industry population. By applying

statisticAL Ic.chniques, a conclusion may be drawn about tho

population from the sample information (24:5).

The statistical technique chosen for this study is

regression analy~io. A line of best fit is computed through

the data points by a method called 'ordinary least aqu.ares"

(OLS) . OLS is a statistical tool that is used te, determina

the existence of a relationship between two or e'oro

quantitative variables ((25:23).

In this study, the relation between the .ridopencen'.

variable 'year' and the dependent variable "financilal rat'o"

(listed in Table 7) is determined. The gene1-il m:egv'e.sion

model is:

y = a + bx + e (3)
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where

y = the dependent variable
a = the Y inte.-cept
b = the slope of the regression line
x = the independent variable
e = the random error term

The study's r, gression model is:

Financial RAtio = a + b(Year) + e (4)

The financial ratios for each contractor are used as the

dependent va-iables in the regression analysis. This yields

I1 observations for each year or a total of 112 observations

(16 contractors * 7 years) for the sample.

This statistical analysis tests whether the slope of the

fitted regression line is significantly greater than zero. If

the test concludes that the slope is significantly greater

than zero, then the financial ratio has increased during tle

period 1980 to 1986.

te an aid in the foilowing discussion on the hypothesis

tvsts. the reader is referred to Table 9 on page 48. The

statistical tests for hypotheqss one and two are the same.

The null (lo) and alternative (Ha) hypotheaes for each test

are stated as follows:

Ho: The slope of the regression line (b) equals zero

Ha: The slope of the regression line is greater than zero
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Table 8

Sumzry ot Hypothesti Tests

Hypothesis to. I Hypothests Io. 2

full and Alternative
Hypotheses Ho: b 0 Ho: b 0

Ha: b) 0 Ha: b 0

Regression Models
Dta Set A Cost/DL Hour = a , b(Tear)
Data Set B Cost/DL gour z a b(ear)
vita S et C Cost/DWL '"our za ro-'L!ear'

Then Year Doillars Cost/Dl, Dollar = a + bilear) OH Zosts/Total Cost : a * b(Tear)
Data Set C Cost/DL Dollar z b + b(Tear) OH Costs/total Coit z a + b(Tear)

Level of Significance 5.0% 5.0%

Decision Rule It the calculated t value ( 1.66, If the calculated t value ( 1.68.
then Go cannot be rojected. then go cannot be rejected.

If the calculated t vajue ) 1.de, If the calculated t value ) 1.15,
then reject Ho. then reject Ho.

Conclusions It Ho is rejected, then Hypothesis If Ho is rejected, then Hypothesis
lumber I is true. lumber 2 is true.

if Ho is not rejected, then Hypothesis If Ho is not rejected, then Hypithesis
lumber I is not true. lumber I is not true.
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According to Hamburg, selecting tle level of significance

of the test depends on the risk the researcher is willing to

accept of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true.

"Significance levels such as 0.05 and 0.01 are very frequently

usea in classical hypothesis testing' (15:265) . For this

study, the significance level is set at. 0.05.

The critical t value is 1.66 for this one-tailed

hypothesis test, with 110 degrees of freedom (112 observations

less two parameter estimates). The critical t value is

obtained from a table of percentiles of the t distribution

((25:518). The critical t value is compared to the calculated

t value which is computed as follows:

b - B (5)
Sx

where

b = the slope of the sample regression line.
B = the true slope of the population regression line

hypothesized to be zero for this test.
Sx = the estimated standard error of b.

If the calculated t value is greater than the critical t

value, then it is assumed that the slope of the pcjulation

regression line is greater than zero.
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Using the information in this and the previous paragraph, the

decision rule for both hypothesis tests is stated as follows:

If the calculated t value < 1.66, then Ho cannot be
rejected.

If the calculated t value > 1.66, then reject Ho.

Rejection of the null hypothesis infers that the slope of

the population regression line is greater than zero and that

the financial ratio has increased during the period 1980

through 1986. Such a result would support hypotheses one and

two. However, if the null hypothesis cannct be rejected, it

is inferred that the slope of the population's regression line

is zero and ths study's two hypotheses would not be supported

by this statistical analysis.

Two assumptions of regression analysis are that the

residuals or error terms are normally distributed and

independent of one anothar. Therefore, the sample data are

tested for normality and the existence of autocorrelation.

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) "goodness-of-fit" test is

employed to test "the null hypothesis that the sample and

theoretical distributions are equal' (24:458). For this

study, the theorotical distribution is the normal

distribution. The following teat statistic, denoted as "D" is

computed.

D = maximum ;F - S; (6)
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where

F = The cumulative relative frequencies of the
theoretical distribution.

S = The comparable relative frequencies of the
sample data.

The computed D value is compared to the critical D value

obtained from a table of K-S critical values for one sample

tests. For this test, the number of observations is equal to

112 (16 contractors * 7 years) and the level of significance

is 0.01. Therefore, the critical D value is equal to:

1 .63
D critical = = 0.15402C5 (7)

The null hypothesis (Ho) and accompanying decision rule are as

follows:

Ho: The sample and theoretical distributions are equal.

Ha: The sample and theoretical distributions are not
equal.

Decision Rule: If the computed D value < the critical D=
value, accep't Ho and conclude that the sample
distribution represents a normal distribution.

"The Durbin-Watson test provides the standard test for

autocorrelation' (24:555). The test is accomplished by

computing the following test statistic denoted as "D'.
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n
S(ea - eb) (

a=2 (8)

D =

rd (e) a
a=l

Where

e = the residuals of the regression model
a = the sequential position of a particular e
b a- 1
n the ,&umber of observations.

Upper (du) and lower (dl) bounds are obtained from a

table of Durbin-Watson tent bounds ((25:531) with the level of

significance set at 5%. and a sample size of 112. The test for

positive one period autocorrelation ia:

Ho-p= p 0

Ha: p > 0

If D ' 1.56 (du), then Ho cannot be rejected

If D < 1.52 (dl), ýhen reject Ho and conclude that the
error terms a-e positively correlated

If 1.52 < D ( 1.56, the test is inconclusive

The test for negative one period autocorrelation is:

Ho: p = 0
Ha: p < 0

If (4-D) > 1.56, th6n Hu cannot be rejected
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if (4-D) < 1.52, then reject Ho and conclude tiat the
error terms are negahively correlated

If 1.52 < (4--D) < 1.56. The test is inconclusive

where

p autocohrelation parameter
du = The upper Durbin-Watson test bound
dl = The lower Durbin-Watson test bound

Summary

This chapter explains the methodology employed to test

the study's two hypothesep.. The population for the study is

the defense aerospice industry. The sample is comprised of 16

aerospace contractor plants .ýnd the BMIRs from these plants

sorve as the source documents for the cost data. The

contractor costs are discounted to constant dollars from which

three financial ratios are computed. These ratios are used in

the hypothesis tests to determine whether costs have increased

in the defense aerospace industry from i980 to 1986; and to

determine whither the percentage of overhead costs to total

cost increased in the industry over the same period.

The next chapter contains the results of the hypothesis

tests, presents descriptive statistics that help to further

describe the sample's cost compovition and trends, and

includes the corollary findings of this study.
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IV.. Data Analysis and Findings

Introduction

The previous chapter describes the methodology used to

test the study's two hypotheses. This chapter contains the

primary results of the data and statistical analysis and is

presented in four sections. The first section presents and

explainz the results of the hypothesis tests. Next, the

outcomes of the Kolmogo'rov-Smi.nov 'goodness-of-fit" test for

normality and the Durbin-Watson test for autocorrelation are

presented. The third section provides some descriptive

statistics which further describe the sample's cost

composition and trends. Finally, tda fourth section presents

the corollary findings of this study.

Hypothesis Tests

The primary results of testing the study's two hypotheses

are presented in this section. The parameter estimates for

each test arc discussed in the following paragraphs. In

partic-ular, the parameter e3tlimates for the independent

variab.e are examined since these estimates provide statistics

about the slcpe (b) of the regression line.

Hdtheoosis loumber One. Costs increased in the defense

awrompaae industry during the period 1980 through 1985.

To test the first hypothesis, the dependent variablea of

Cost Per Direct Labor Hour (Cost/DL Hr) and Cost Per Direct

Labor Dollar (Cost/DL 8) ao regrossed against the independent
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variable *year'. The use of two dependent variables yield the

following two regression models:

Cost/DL Hr = a + b(Year) + e (9)

Cost/DL S a + b(Year) + e (10)

Parameter estimates are calculated for each model. Table

9 contains the statistical results when Cost/DL Hr is used as

the dependent variable. The table lists the parameter

estimates (coL ficients, standard errors, and t values) for

the intercept and independent variable 'year' for the three

Constant Dollar Data Sets. For each data set, the computed t

value for the variable "year" is less than the critical t-

value of 1.66 when tested at the 5% level of significance.

The largest t value is 1.29 for Data Set C and the smallest t

value is 0.540 for Data Set B. Based on the decision rule

defined on page 50, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.

Figures 5, 6, and 7 present scatter plots of the

dependent variable Cost/DL Hour for Constant Dollar Data Sets

A, B, and C, respectively. The X axis plots the years 1980

through 1980 with 16 tizk marks for each year representing the

16 contractorS. A trend line is also fitted through the data

points which providas a visual representation of the

significance of the slope of the regression line.

Table 10 provides the statiatical results when Cost/DL S

is used as the dependent variable. This table lists the

par.imeter estimates for the intercept and the independent
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Table 9

Summarv of Statistical Results--Hypothesis isumber One,
Cost/DL Hour Ratio

Constant Dollars, Data Set A

Parameter Estimates:

Vp.riable Coefficient Std. Error t Value

Intercept -2251.84681 2058.01399 -1.09

Year 1.16435 1.03783 1.12

Constant Dollars. Data Set B

Parameter Estimates:

Variable Coefticient Std. Error t Value

Intercept -1025.43842 1984.38988 -0.52

Year 0o54488 1.00007 0.54

Constant Dollarm, Data Set C

P&rameter Estimates:

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t Value

Intercept -2731.61467 23]70.67108 -1.26

Year 1.40712 1.09464 1.29

956
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Table 10

Summary of Statistical Results--Uyapothtiuis Number One,
Cost/DL * Rat;o

Constant Dollars. Data Set C

Parameter Est' t-tes:

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t Jalue

Intercept -275.60825 219 JI2173 -".

Year 0. 14 C. li0.E' 1.?

Then Year Dollars

Parameter Estimates.

Variable Coefficiunt St6d r, rr r t V aliue

Intercept -48.47661 iO.0@(602 --0.24

Year 0.02723 0.10()40 0.27

00



variable 'year in thei,-year dolla.rs and for Data Set C. Ar

explir.ed on page 45, Cost/DL S is a cost to cost rAtic

4nd, therefore, has the same valuet W,,en computed in then-year

do'.lars as that computed ,-ith Lata Sets A and B.

For th-r-year do]lar8 and Data Set C, the t value for the

variable 'year' in less than the critical t value of 1.66.

Data Set C hav the higher t value of 1.28; the Then-Year

Dollars Data Sat has a t value of 0.27. Again, the null

hypothesis cannot be rejected.

Figures 8 and 9 present, scatter plots of the dependent

variable Cost/DL * for Constant Dollar Data Set C and the

Then-Year Dollars Data Set respectiv.qly. A trend line is

fitted through the data puint- which provides a visual

representation oi the significance o! the slope of the

regression line.

Mo'.b the Cost/DL Hr and Cost/DL * vaniablev yield results

than Infer that the slope of the populatton regression liW'e is

zevo_ This indicates that the financial ratios Cost/DL Hour

and Cost/DL 8 did not increase during the period 1980 to 1986.

Sinco t hesc ratios are used by the study to weasuri cost

growth. the study's fi*rst hypothesi, is not supported by the

wtati.tical analysis.

It to a]so interesting to note that the Constant Dollar

Data ;sht A, B and C yield the same results; that is, the null

hypothesis cannot be rejected. The fact that the Constant

Dollar Data Sets do not provide conflicting outcomes helps

substantiate the results of this hypothesis test-
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Hypothesis Number Two. The peroentage of overhead costs

to total cost increased in the defense aerospace industry

during the period 1UBO through 1980.

To test the first hypothesis, the dependent variable

OR/TC is regressed against the independent variable year.

The regression model is as follows:

OH/TC = a + b(Year) + e (11)

Table 11 contains the statisticai results when OH/TC is

used as the dependent varia.ble. The table lists the parameter

estimates for' the intercept and the independenb variable

"year' in then-year dollars and for Data Set C. For then-year

dollars and Data Set 0. the +. valke for the variable 'year' is

less than the critical t value of 1.6t. Data Set C has the

higher t value of -0.28, while the then-year dollars' t ialue

is -1.37. Based on the decijion rule for this hypothesii

test, on page 50, the null hypothesis cannoit be rejected.

Figures 10 and li present scatter plots of the dependent

variable OH/TC for Convtant Do2lar Data Set C and the Then-

Year Dollars Data S6t. A trend line is fitted t.hrough the

data points which providev a visual represent.tion of trin

significance oi the slope of the rgression line.
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Table 11

Summiary of Statistical Result.---Hypothesis Number Two.
OH/TC Ratio

Constant Dollars, Data Set C

Parameter Eatimates:

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t Value

Intercept 3.08809 9.67902 0.32

Year -0.00137 0.00488 -0.28

Then Year Dollars

Parameter Estimates:

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t ValuG

Intercept 14.05485 10.01793 1.40

Year -O.O06ao 0.00305 -1.37
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The results infer that the alope of the population

regression line iz zerc. Thi!? indicates that the ratio of

Overhead Costs to Total Cost did not increase during the

period 1980 to 1986. Therefore, the study's second hypothosis

is not supported by the statistical analysis.

Goodness-of-Flt and Autocorrel,.zior. Test Results

The computed D values for the K-S "goodnosab-of-fit" test

for normality and the Durbin-Watson test for autocorrelation

are presented in Table 12.

All of the K-S computed D 1,alues are lean thatn the

critical D va)ue of 0.154020!;. Based on the decision rule

(page 51) , these reslilts indicate that the cost data are

normally distributed. In addition, the Durbin-Watson computed

D values for positive and negative autocorrelation are larger

than the critical D value of 1.5e. Based on thxe decision rule

(page 52) , it is assumed that no serious autocorrelation

exists in the regression models.

Descriptive Statistics.

Table 13 provides the sample's average, high, and low,

values for 'he Cost/DL Hour ratio for each year in then-year

dollars and for Constant Dollar Data Sets A, fi, and C. The

average is calculated by dividing the sample's annual total

costs by total annual direct labor hours.

Figure 12 contains a graphical represent:ition of the data

in Table 13. The bold line charts the cost per direct labor

hour in then year dollars and indicates a definite upward
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Table 12

Kolmogrov-Smirnov and Durbin-Watson Computed D Values

D-W

Models
K-S D 4-D

Cost/DL Hr = b. + bi(Year)
(Data Set A) 0.127525 2.254 1.746

Cost/DL HR = b. + bi(Year)
(Data Set B) 0.138284 2.245 1.755

Cost/DL Hr = b. + bi(Year)
(Data Set C) 0.129008 2.260 3.740

Cost/DL S b. • bx(Year)
(Then-Year Dollars) 0.111763 2.242 1.758

Cost/DL S = b. + bi(Year)
(Data Set C) 0.129146 2.260 i.740

OH/'iC = b. + bi(Year)
(Then-Year Dollars) 0.1313094 2.037 19f3

OH/TC = b. + bi(Year)
(Data Set C) 0.0903307 1.579 2.421

to



Table 13

Descriptive Statistics
Cogt/DL Hour Ratio

Cost Per Direct Labor Hour--Constant Dollars, Data Set k

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1965 198l
AVERAGE 59.25 54.39 50.79 56.81 61.32 55.82 60.09
HIGH 97.47 94.02 121.88 175.12 91.14 i05.44 106.16
LOW 26.80 21.10 24.65 26.56 26.72 29.46 30.46

Cost Per Direct Labor Hour--Constant Dollars, Data Set B

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

AVERAGE 59.25 54.92 49.20 53.94 f7.21 52.5O 67.42
HIGH 97.47 94.94 118.06 166.27 85.04 99.92 101.44
LOW 26.80 21.30 23.88 25.22 24.93 27.92 29.11

Cost Per Direct Labor hour--Constant Dollars, Data Set C

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

AVERAGE 59.25 55.59 52.66 58.52 62.72 57.05 63.62
HIGH 97.47 96.88 127.41 183.91 93.27 109.19 113.77
LOW 26.80 21.51 25.00 26.44 26.49 29.07 40.60

Cost Per Direct Labor Hour--Then fear Dollars

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

AVERAGE 59.25 61.F4 61.26 70.45 77.bl 72.;86 80.10
HIGH 97.47 106.91 146.99 217.15 115.66 137.29 141.51
LOW 26.80 23.99 29.73 32.93 33.91 38.36 40.60
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trend for the period. The bars represent each of the Constant

Dollar Data Sets. As can be se4n from the graph, costs

remained rather stable, relative to direct labor hours, when

adjusted to constant doliars.

Table 14 presents the sample's average, high, and low

values for the Cost/DL A ratio for each year in then-year

dollars and for Constant Dollar Data Set C. The data in Table

14 basically support those in Table )3. That is, that no

clear increasing trend exists in the data.

Table 15 provides the composition of total cost by each

of its major categories--direct labor, direct material, other

direct chargrs, and o .rhead for each year. These figures are

given for Constant Dollar Data Set C and the Then-Year Dollars

Data Set. The *direct material' category has the largest share

of total costs averaging 42.41% and 39 72% for the Constant

Dollar and Then-Year Dollars Data Sets respectively.

"Overhead" costs comprise the second largest portion of total

costs averaging 31.69% for Data Set C and 32.91% for the Then-

Year Dollars Data Set.

Figure 13 is a graph of the constant dollar (Data Set C)

averages presented in Table 15. Each cost category is plotted

on the graph displaying its relative percentage of total cost

over the period 1980 to 1986. The graph showe that the

sample's total cost composition remained relatively stable for

the seven year period.
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Table 14

Descriptive Statistics
Cost/DL S Ratio

Cost Per Direct Labor Dollap--Constant. Dollars, Data Set C

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 19g6

AVERAGE 5.98 5.65 5.32 5.91 6.33 5.76 6.42
HIGH 9.85 9.78 12.87 18.57 9.42 11.03 11.49
LOW 2.71 2.17 2.52 2.67 2.68 2.94 3.07

Cost Per Direct Labor Dollar--Then Year Dollars

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

AVERAGE 5.98 5.53 5.01 5.39 5.88 5.24 5.59
HIGH 9.85 9.55 12.03 16.60 8.74 9.89 9.87
LOW 2.71 2.14 2.43 2.52 2.56 2.76 2.83
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Table 15

Total Cost Composition

Constant Dollars, Data Set C

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 Avg

DL,/TC 16.710 17.69% 18.81% 16.92% 15.79% 17.35% 15.57% 16.98%

DM/TC 48.77% 41.27% 40.23% 41,37% 39.91% 38.50% 46.80% 42.41%

ODC/TC 5.28% 8.22% 8.10% 9.10% 13.17% 10.48% 8.14% 8.93%

OH/TC 29.24% 32.83% 32.86% 32.61% 31..13% 33.67X 29.50% 31.69%

Then-Year Doltars

1080 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 Avg

DL/TO 16.71% 18.09% 19.95% 18.57% 17.02% 19,10% 17.90% 18.19%

DMiTC 48.77% 40.80% 38.28% 38.28% 36.744 34.36% 40.78% 39.72%

ODC/TC 5.281 8 061 8.40X 9.37% 13.47% 10.71% 8.62% 9.197.

uH/TC 29.24% 32.65% 33.37% 33.78% 32.78% 35.83% 32.70% 32.91%

DL = Direct Labor; DM = Direct Material; OPC = Other Direct Charges;

OH = Overhead; TC = Total Cost
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Table 16 presents the composition of overhead coats for

the Constant Dollar Data Set C and the Then-Yqar Dollars Data

Set. *Labor related" coats are the largest portion of

overhead costs averaging 60.43 percent and 60.83 percent fcr

the Constant Dollar and Then-Year Dollars Data Sets

respectively. However, the "labor related" cost category

decreased relative to total overhead costs during the period,

while the "other" cost category exhibits a steady increase.

Figure 14 is a graph of the constant dollar averages

presented in Table 16. Each overhead category is plotted on

the graph showing its relative percentage of total overhead

costs over the period 1q80 to 1986. It is plain from the

graph that 'labor related" costs decrease while "other" costs

increase during the period..

Finally, Figure 15 presents a set of pie charts that

display the composition of total cost and overhead costs for

1980 and 1986. The figure provides a comparison of cost

composition at the beginning and end of the study's time

frame. The charts show that total coat composition is almost

identical for both years. The pie charts also ghow that

overhead cost composition changed little except that the

"labor related" cost category lost 12 percentage points to the

"other" overhead cost category.
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Table 16

Overhead Cost Composition

Constant Dollars, Data Set C

1980 1981 1982 19e3 1984 1985 1986 Avg

L/OH 63.43% 65.61% 63.51% 63.30% 60.10% 55.96% 51.35% 60.46%

T/OH 2.16% 1.59% 1.48% 1.62% 1.19% 1.90% 2.11% 1.72%

DUO/OH 15.56% 14.12% 14.36% 14.26% 12.77% 15.93" 15.57% 14.65%

OThR/OH 18.35% G8.ud% 240.66%. 240.0"4% 240.05r% ~24V.24 1300.917"' 237.16w,

Then-Year Dollars

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 Avg

L/OH 63.43% 64.70% 62.73% 63.21% 60.87% 57.37% 53.50% 60.83%

T/OH 2.16% 1.62% 1.46% 1.56% 1.13% 1.79% 1.96% 1.67%

DITO/OH 15.56% 14.33% 14.72% 14.53% 12.78% 13.66% 14.97% 14.65%

OTHR/OH 18.85% 19.35% 21.09% 20.70% 25.21% 25.18% 29.58% 22.89%

Note:

L = Labor; T = Travel; DUO = Depreciation, Use, and Other;

OTHR = Other; OH = Overhead
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Corollary Findings

This research focuses on testing the study's two

hypotheses using the sample data as a whole. As discussed

earlier, the test results do not support either of the

hypotheses.

However, when the same hypothesis test (page 50) is

applied to individual contractors using the dependent

variables Cost/DL Hour and Cost/DL S, different resultg are

obtained. Table 17 presents these results. Each contractor

(A through P) is listed with its corresponding computed t

values by applicable deperndent variable and by the appropriate

constant dollarn or then-year dollar data set. Note that the

critical t value is 2.015 for a one-tailed test at the 5%

level of significance with fxve degrees of freedom (seven

observations less two parameter estimates) . The asterisks

identify those contractors with t values that exceed the

critical t value. The 'ALL' row at the bottom of the table

allows for a comparison to the t values from the primary

results presented in Table 9 on page 56.

Eight of the sixteen contractors have at least two

computed t values that exceed the critical t values. The

Then-Year Data Set produces the fewest significant t values

(four) and Data Sets A and C produce the mosr (seven and eight

respectively). Data Set B produces five sisnificant t values.

These results indicate that as many as half of the

contractors in the sample expGrienced significant increases in

the ratios that are used by this study to measure relative
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Table 17

Corollary Findings,
t Values for Individual Contractors,

Test of Hypothesi3 Number One
(Critical t Value 2.015)

Cost/DL Hour Cogt/DL *

Data Set Data Set Data Set Data Set Then-Year
KTR A B C C Dollars

"* A 3.611 2.934 3.385 3.402 2.913

B 0.775 0.436 1.128 1.127 0.272

C -6.358 -7.193 -8.024 -8.005 -'6.967

D 1.060 0.416 1.473 1.471 0.185

"* E 2.491 1.790 2.456 2.448 1.547

F -0.226 -0.792 -0.343 -0.344 -0.925

"* G 1.910 1.444 2.106 2.101 1.241

"* H 4.608 2.370 4.592 4.582 1.434

I -0.558 -0.697 -0.483 -0.484 -0.746

J -1.501 -2,051 -1.612 -1.616 -2.429

K 1.423 0.872 0.991 0.995 0.595

"* L 7.714 '7.186 6.229 6.235 7.155

"* M 4.669 1.341 3.552 3.545 0.25C

N L 773 1.280 1.757 1.745 0.849

* 0 2.602 2.470 2.469 2.469 2.198

* P 5.491 2.839 5.301 5.267 2.901

ALL 1.120 0.540 1.29 1.28 0.27

Note:

KTR = Contractor; * Identifies significant t values
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cost growth. This is surprising given that the results of the

original test for hypothesis number one indicate that the

ratios did not experience significant increases during 1980 tQ

1986.

Appendix F contains a more complete set of hypothesis

test results for the corollary findings. The parameter

estimates a.&e listed for the intercept term and the

independent variable *year' by independent variable, constant

dollar or then-year dollar data set and by contractor.

Summary

tis chapter presents the results and findings of the

study's data and statistical analyses. The primary results

of the hypothesis tests do not support either of the study's

two hypotheses. In addition, the K-S goodness of fit' test

result indicates that the sample's data comes from a

population with a normal distribution. Also. the Durbin-

Watson test produced results that indicate that no serious

autocorrelation exists in the regression models. Descriptive

statistics that further explain the sample's cost composition

and cost trends are also presented. Finally, corollary

findings about the cost growth behavior of individual

contractors are included at the end of the chapter. The next

chapter discusses the study's conclusions based on this

chapter's findings. The last chapter also contains

recommendations for additional research in the area of defense

aerospace industry cost trends.
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V. Conclusion

Introduct ion

The previous chapters describe the problem of weapon

system cost growth and explain the composition and control of

these costs. The objectives ot this study are to determine if

"real" cost growth occurred in the industry during the period

1980 through 1986 and if the percentage of overhead cost to

total cost increased during tho same period. Based on these

objectives, this study proposes the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis Number One, costs increased in the
defense aerospace industry during the period 1980
through 1986.

Hypothesis Number Two, the percentage of overhead coats
to total cost increased in the doufense &erospacc industry
-uring t,, z prod 10.0 through !•SC.

The remainder of this chapter is divided into three

sections. The first section summarizes 1) the primary results

of the hypothesis tests: 2) the sample's descriptive

statistics; and 3) the study's corollary findings. The

second section discusses the significance of the study's

results and defends the study's key assumption. The final

section provides recommendations for future research.

Sumxnar' of Results

The literature review presented in the second chapter

identifies assertions that 1) costs in the dafense industry

are increasing and 2) overhead costs are increasing and

comprise a substantial portion of total weapon system cost.

The empirical studies summarized in the literature review
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present ccst growth and cost composition trends of the 1960s

and 1970s that basically support the cited assertions. The

primary results of this study indicate the opposite to be true

for total cost and overhead growth in the defense aerospace

industry during the 1980 to 1986 time frame.

Hypothesis Number One. Costs increeuod in the defense

aerospace industry during the period 1,80 through 1980. The

hypothesis test did not result in the rejection of the null

hypothesis that the slope of the population r gression line is

zero. This indicates that costs did not increase in real

terms in the defense aerospace industry during the period 1980

to 1986.

Hy2othesis Number Two. The percent e of overhead costa

4c t ! cot t inc-a-- ---- r the defense aerompace industry

during the period 1980 through 1086. The hypothesis test did

not result in the rejection of the null hypothesis that the

slope of the population regression line is zero. This

indicates that overhead costs did not increase in rolation to

total costs in the defense aerospace industry during the

period 1980 through 1986.

Dascriptive Statistics. The descriptive statistics

indicate, however, that the overhead cost component is a

substantial portion of total cost in the industry. In the

sample tented, overhead is the second largest component of

total cost averaging 31.7% for the seven year pertod. Direct

material is the largest with a 42.4% average share of total

cost. Direct labor is third at 17% and other direct charges
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has the smallest share averaging 8.9%. AU. 01 the above

percentages were computed using Constaiht DoLar Data Set C.

The overheid cost component is mainly composed of labor

related" expenses which average 60.S% of its total. Other

costs averajSe 22% of total overhead; *depreciation. use, and

occupancy' costs average 15.6%; and "travel' expenses average

only 1.6%. Again, all of the percentages were computed usin8

Constant Dollar Data Set C.

CorollaryF.indin s. The corollary finaings indicate that

as many as half 3f the sixteen contractors in the sample

experienced significant cost growth during the seven year

period. When the hypoT.hesis test is applied against

individual contractors, the null hypothesis ts rejeetti in

eighlt of tne sixteen tsts under Constant Doliar Data Sit C

for the dependent variables "Cost/DL Hour' and "Cost/DL S'.

Constant Dollar Data Sets A and B, witb the dependent variable

"Cost/DL S, produce seven and five null hypothesis iejectior.s

respectively and the Then-Year Dollars Data Set produccs only

four null hypothesis rejections.

Discussion of the Study's Results

The study's primary results indicate that there is no

"real' cost growth in the defense aerospace industry, when

taken as a whole, during the period 1980 tc 1986. In

addition, the percentage of overhead costs to total cost did

not increase in the industry. The results are based on cost

data generated during a period of increasing activity in the

industry. These cost trends occur during a time when defense
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aerospace spending increasad (ITA-89:37-1 and- AW&ST:18-19) anM

the industry'a excess capacity decreased (ITA-85:37-1). Cost

growth and cost composition may exhibit Miffereztt trends when

industry activity is stagnant or decreasing.

The corollary findings prove interesting because they

indicate that as many as eight of the corntractors in the

sample experienced a significant in.rease in the ,a•iog

Cost/DL Hour and Cost/DL 0. Since thia study assumes that

these ratios are a viable measure of industry cost growth, the

results indicate that half of the contractors in the sample

experienced significant cost grow~h.

i.t is surprisirg that such a large number of cont'actorra

in the sample produce results that contradict the prima.ry

zindinge. A reaaon for such conflictin; rccults wa be the

wide dispersion of the data points (Coat/DL Hour and Cost/DL I

ratios). Figures 5 through 9 in the fourth chapter display

the extent of this dispersion. The wide dispersion of data

points may be caused by the various segments of the aeroopace

industry. For example, the aircraft industry eegment may be

subject to a different set of factors that affect cost than

the guided missiles and space vehicles segment.

However, sir2e t.his study's hypotheses are based it

defense aerospace industry trends rather than individual

contractons or industry seguents, it is more appro. ate to

base any conclusions on the primary results. Therefove, it is

inferred from the primary results that there was no

significant real cost growth or overhead cost growth relative
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L,; total •t in t.ht. defern& ,.'ospa'e i-y..ui y d 'vLný the

seven period 190 to 1986.

'l "e result a.' z'o show chat the ovLehead -st coi.ipo;tent.

has the second largest share of total cost. Thiv findinA is

the same as the findings of the three amplri,.a) studies

reviewed in the second chapter. Theas empivical studien show

raw roaterial. ccsts comprising the largest share of total cost

followea by ovprhead. Over time (1961 to 1986) , it appears

that cost composition has remained remarkably stable with the

major cost cat-gories comprising about the same share of total

cost.

This stabtl4.ty was not expected at the start of the

study. The DOD initiative to "modernize* the defense

induvtrial bame to make it move a!utomated and efffcient (6 :3'3

should have a measurable impact on toiýal cost composition.

Much of the literature on factory modernization states that as

factories automate, overhead costs grow and direct costs

(zpecificaily direct iab.r) shrink in relation to total cost

(22: 143 and 31:47). The results oi this study indicate that

any modernizati3n of defense z.eronpace factories that occurred

before 1986 was not. significant enough to generate changes in

-osa composition.

The composition of overhead costs have not remained as

stable as the composition of total corts. Basically, 'labor

related' costs have oteadiiy decreased while 'other' costs

have increased. Thic qtptistic may be nisldading, however,

.inc'. labor costs, in the foi.m of sc-uvices, mak- up a
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substantial portion of tne 'other* cost category. Perhaps a

more meaningful breakout of overhead categories should include

a category for service costs. This category would contain the

costs of all interdepartmental and outside services. Such a

categorization would be beneficial because these costs ieem to

be growing faster than the other overhead categories and for

this reason require more visibility.

In the defense aerospace industry of the 1980s, overhead

is an important component of total cost not only because of

its relative size, but also because it is not as controllable

as direct costs. Although the results of this study indicate

that the percentage of overhead costs to total cost did not

increase during the period 1980 to 1986, these costs still are

a significant component of total industry costs.

Future defense spending is expected to decrease (11:170).

A decrease in defense business will likely lead to increases

in the aerospace industry's excess capacity which can result

in higher overhead costs (27:24 and 11:170). Therefo-e, the

DOD's initiative of overhead cost control should continue.

Study's Key Assumption

The findings of this study depend on the propriety of

using financial ratios as *he dependent variables in the

hypothesis tests. In particular, are direct labor hours and

direct labor dollars reliable surrogates for industry output?

The study required an adequate measuve of output to

arrive at a relative measure of cost growth in the form of a

cost per vnit figure. Sinc. a'-tual industry output. measured
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by 'units produced' was not available, a surrogate measure of

output was adopted. This surrogate was -iiect labor: direct

labor hoars and direct labor dollars.

It is assumed that direct labor fluctuates with sales and

is actually a function of sales. Further, production activity

and production costs zre generated by sales. This is

especially true in the aerospace industry, where, because of

the cost and uniqueness of the products, production is based

on specific sales orders.

There is some evidence in the aerospace industry to

support the contention that direct labor is a function of

sales. During the 1982 to 1983 time framne, the industry

experienced a noticeable decline in sales. The industry's

direct labor employment declined over the same two years. In

addition, the direct labor hours used in this study are at

their lowest level in 1983.

Also. other studies have used labor as a surrogate

measure for output. For example, the Kaitz and Associates

study that was reviewed in the second chapter used employment

levels 'as an approximate surrogate for capacity utilization

rates' in an industry (27:26).

If the above assumption is true, then using the Cost per

Direct Labor Hour and Cost per Direct Labor Dollar ratios as a

relative measure of cost Srowtb should be a legitimate option.

It is a legitimate option because as sales fluctuate

production and direct labor will fluctuate. Tner~fore, the

amount of direct labor hours or direct labor dollars should
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provide an indication of the level of output. As the ratios

increase, more costs are being incurred in the production

effort that are due to factors other than sales growvth.

However, changes in the level of direct labor caused by

factorz other than sales fluctuations is a possibility and may

influence this study's results. For example, high levels of

capital investment that increases a plart's automation may

increase labor productivity. This situation may reduce the

number of direct labor hours used to produce the seme amount

of oubput and also increase ovarhead costs. The result is an

increase in the cost per direct labor hour while unit cost_

decrease or remain the same. However, the aerospace has a

history of low levels of capital investment and high levels of

labor intensive work (11:224-227). Therefore, the impact of

factory automation as described in the preceding example

should not have had a significant impact on the study's

results.

Recommendations for Future Research

Many areas exist for further research of weapon system

cost grwcth and composition. This section recommends a few

areas for future study.

Industry operating lariables such as excess capacity

levels, plant size, levels of capital investment, and

employment levels should be investigated to determine their

relationship to cost growth and composition. This study would

be beneficial because identifying operating vartables that
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significantly influen'ce cost would help /ocup efforts to

control costs.

A comparison of the costs ol plants that are considered

to be 'highly" automated to the costs of plants that are more

labor intensive, but which manufacture similar items would be

beneficial. Information on how cost composition differs

between automated and labor intensive factori:s may identify

significant cost generators for each type of factory. Some

interesting comparisons could probably be made on bow the

composition of costs change between automated and less

automated plants.

Repeat this study or a similar study in the 1990s to

determine if the predicted decrease in defense spending or if

industrial modernization initiatives have had any impact on

industry costs. Although a time span of about seven to ten

years is necessary before the study can be completed, it

should provide interesting results that can be compared to

this study's findings.

Confine this study or a similar study to certain

aerospace industry segments. Some of the segments are the

aircraft industry (SIC code 3721), the aircraft engines and

engine parts industry (SIC code 3724) , and the guided minsilea

and space vehicles industry (SIC code 3726). Cost behavior

may be very different between the industry zegments than

reflected for the industry as a whole.

Select a sample of 1.980 to 1986 aerospace weapon system

contracts and see if the results of this study can be
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replicated. The results of this study make inferences about

the defense aerospace industry. It would be interesting to

note whether the sinme conclusions can be drawn about aerospace

contracts during the same s3ven year period.

Finally, an investigatiG.. uf nonlinear models to forecast

aerospa-.e industry costs would be bensficial. Such a model or

models may help managers better plan future acquisition

budgets.
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Appendix A: HQ AFCMD Standardized Breakout
of Overhead Cost Categories (14)

Indirect Labor: All wages/salartes paid to personnel
clacsified as indirect, including overtime or premium pay
for indieect personnel and any overtime or prciri.um pay
for direct personnel that may be charged indirect. Also
wages/salaries paid to personnel classified as direct but
charging indirect (divisionary oi crossover labor).

Payroll Taxes: Federal and state statutory employment tax and
insurance payments. If such costs •re classified as a
direct charge at your location for direct labor, report
the amount as a separately identified subset of this
category.

Fringe Benefits: Employer-provided group insurance costs
(health, life, etc.); sick, vacation and holiday leave
plan costs; savings and retirement/pensi.on plan costs.
If such costs are classified as a direct charge for
direct labor, report the amount as a separately
identified subset of this category.

Travel: All non-labor travel expenses other than direct
charge travel and travel via contractor-owned, leased or
chartered aircraft.

Travel via Contractor-Owned, Leased, or Chartered Aircraft:
All acquisition or depreciation, maintenance, supply,
refurbishment and operating costs; all non-labor
pilot/crew costs including training and certification;
all non-labor airpcpt/runway construction, depreciation,
and maintenance costs.

Depreciation: All. depreciable assets (other than
aircraft/airport assets) including buildings, capitalized
renovations, induatrial plant equipment, furnishings,
capital leases and other capital assets.

Use and Occupancy: All utilities; non-labor remodeling,
relocation and moving expenses; non-labor security costs;
maintenance and housekeeping supplies and materials; non-
capital leases/rentals.

Taxes and Insurance: All property taxes, federal and state
income/gross receips taxes, franchise taxes, product
liability insurance, fire/hazard insurance, other non-
employqment taxes and insurance costs.

Other: All other non-labor costs not otherwise inclvded
above. 4ny significant rubs~it (i.e. 30% or more of the
total 'other* category) should be separately identified.
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Appendix B: Classification of Overhead Cost Categories

A. LABOR RELATED

Indirect Salaries Program/Project Management
Outside Sarvices Division Services
IR&D/Bid and Proposal Central Services
Direct Non-Worked General and Adminirtrative
Professional Services Payroll Taxes
Plant Engineering Fringe Benefits
Controllable Expenses Severance Pay
Administrative Services Employee Benefits
Employ.ien t Labor Benefits
necruiting Ret rement Group Medical
Production Ince.ntive Compensation
Administration Direct Fringe
Future Bus'aess Insurance Retirement
Saiaries and Wages Career Service Plan
Payroll Allowancezi Incentive Compensation
Other Indirect Labor Indirect Hourly
Mirketing Expense Indirect Salary
Sales Promotion Expense Building Support Services
Service Allocation Service Fool
General Allocation Common Support
Legal Personnel Services
Selling Expenses Payroll Expenses
Services Purchased Plant Services
Accrued Salary Allowances Indirect Payroll Expense
Management Services DSC O/H Staff
Diverted Labor OSG O/H Staff
Labor Premium Staff Allocation
Indirect and Direct Employees Maiagement Fees Allocation
Redistributed Services

B. TRAVEL

Travel
Communication/Travel
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C. DEPRECIATION, USE, and OCLUUPANCY

Facility Distribution Site Restoration
Overhead Redistributed Material Allocation
Depreciation and Amortization Indirect Supplies
Facility Related Perishable Tools/Equipment
Corporate Exp.--Environmental Indirect Material
Contemp Environment Fixed Expenses
Facilities Equipment Sundry
Facilities: Bldg/Land Ma.erial and Supplies
Facilities: Furn/Equip Fixed and Semi-Fixed
Operating Expense Repair and Maintenance
Depreciation, Insurance EquipmenL Rental
Equipment Depreciation Ener-gy Expense
Operational Supplies H~at, Light, and Power
Office Supplies Occupancy
Rental and Leases Usage Material
Relocation Space Occupancy
Rent Equipment Expense
Utilities Meterial Burden

D. OTHER

Insuran'ýe Other Assigned Expenses
Franchise Tax DGO Expense
Taxes Micro Electronics Center
Product Lietr.LJ.i.y t,1dUS.114 -ruuiviuJal ±ill±±IA Huld.
Conference and 'Cchnical Meeting OSG Allocation
Other MIEP-- Incentive
Value Anided Computing
Commun icat ion International
Comput a.r P.ocur' -mc.nt
Misczllan.tous Tr'atnafcrs Logist.c Support Rate
Other Controllable Preservice and Package
Corpor ate Expense Indiract Data Processing
Otber Nor,,:o.trollable ADPE
Recrvi tins Services Credited
Telephone &j Telegraph Packing/Crating/Freight
Other. Departmental Transfers, Allocations
Allocat nns--Corporate Indirect Mixed Accounts
Al locations Information Systems
ODSC (computer) Talecommunications
Potential Unallowable Off Book Adjustment
Credits Transfer•s to Other Pools
Other Operating Expenses Direct Diversions
Assessed Expenses Period Costs
Within Group General
Within Group--Transfir Out Group Etpenses
Production Related Other Allocated Expenses
CITE Technical Mktg Authority
Voluntary Deductions--Credits Charges from ISC
Rep Commission Other Assigned Expenses
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Appendix C: Rationale for Selected Price Indexes

The following is an explanation of the rationale for

selecting the price indexes used to compute the constant

dollar Data Sets A, B, and C.

Data Set A is discounted by the Producer Price Index (PPI) for

Industrial Commodities--Transportation Equipment

(36:27). This price inc@x is computed by the

Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) based on price level

changes in the transportation equipment industry. The

Department of Commerce classifies the aerospace as

belonging to the transportatic.n industry. Therefore,

defense aerospace industry costs should be subject to

about the same price level changes as those reflected in

this index.

Data Set B is discounted by the Industry Shipmente Price Index

for the aerospace industry (37:39-2,39-3) . This price

index is computed by the International Trade

Administration of the Commerce Department based on price

level changer In th6 aerospace industry. Defense

aerospace industry price changes should correspond to

those reflected in this index.

Data Set C is discounted by a number of price indexed based

on the cost categuoLy irivolved ii tne n ion. LEG
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rationale for such a procedure is that each cost

category i3 influenced by different inflationary

pressures which result in different price level changes.

The following is a list -,f ea.-:h cost category and its

applicable price ir.ex with accompanying explanation.

Direct L.abor Costs are atiscounted by an average hoturly
wage rate for aerospace production workors index.
This index is compvted based on the awe.age hourly
wage rates :or, aerospace p.roduction %orkers
published in7 U S 'ndustrial Ou~look 1923 (37) As
such, it should a -urately reflect the price level
changes of aerosp -e industry production workers.

Direct Material Costs a e discounted by the Producer
Price Index (PPI) for Intermediate Materials
(36:27). The argument for using this
index is that very little of the material used by
the contractors in this study is raw material. Moat
of the material is preprocevscd. Therefore, this

for direct nateriqa] .

Othcr Direct Charges are discounted by the PPI for
Indus'-ial Commodities--Transportation Equipment.
(36:•" Since Other Direct Charges include both
laboz" .ý%terial expenses and labor charges, a more
generic price index is used to discount the coats.

Overhead-"Labor Reiated costg are di3counted by the
Employment Cost 1ý-dex f{o White Collar Workers
(36:60). "his price index is computed based on
price level invo!ving the compensation of
profassional, specia l.ty, and technical occupations:
ext.cufive, administrative, and managerial
occupations; sales occupations and administrative
support occupations including clerical (36:71).
These same occupations make up the Labor Related
category of ov_•rhcad cz•t-.

Overhead--Travel costs are discounted by the Consumer
Price Index (CPI), for Public Transportation
(36:25) Most travel exronsena include public
transportation costs. Therefore, this price
index should adequately reflect the price level
changes for the travel category.
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Overhead--Depreciation, Use, and Occupancy cogtg are
discounted using an average of three price indexes.
These indexes are the PPl for Tndustrial

Commodities---Machinery and Equipment; the PPI for
Industrial Commodities--Capital Equipnment; and
the CPI for Fuel and Utilities--Piped Gas and
Electricity (36:25, 28). These indexes were chosen
based on the composition of costs in the
Depreciation, Use, and Occupancy category.

Overhead--Other costs are discounted using the PPI for
Industrial Commodities--Transportation Equipminnt.
Since the Other category contains a variety of costs
including labor related, materials, and services, a
more generic price index is tused to discount the
cost.s.
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Appendix D: Sample's Annual Costs by Cost Categor/
in Then-Year and Constant Do11ars

(In Millions of Dollars)

Then-Year Dollars

YEAR 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

DL 4,123 4.577 5,036 4,902 5,437 6,527 7,164
DM 12,032 10,322 9,665 10,107 11,739 11,745 16,319
ODC 1,303 2,140 2,120 2,475 4,304 3,661 3,448

OH
LR 4,576 5,347 5.285 5,637 6,375 7,026 7,000
TRAVEL 156 134 123 139 119 220 257
D/U/O 1,122 1,184 1,240 1,295 1,339 1,918 1,958
OTHER 1,360 1,598 1,776 1.846 2,641 3,083 3,870
OH TOT 7.214 8,259 8,424 8,917 10,473 12,246 13,085

TOT COST 24,672 25,298 25.246 26,402 31,953 34,178 40,017

Constant Dollars, Data Set. A:

YEAR 1980 198i 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

DL 4,123 4,026 4.176 3,953 4,285 5,013 5,375
LNM 12,032 9,078 8,014 8,151 9,251 9,020 12,242
ODC 1,303 1,882 1,758 1,996 3,392 2,812 2,587

OH
LR 4,576 4,699 4,382 4,546 5,024 5,396 5,251
TRAVEL 15F 118 102 112 93 169 193
D/U/O 1,122 1,041 1,028 1,045 1,055 1,473 1,469
OTHER 1,360 1,405 1,473 1,489 2,081 2,368 2,903
OH TOT 7,114 7,263 6,985 7,191 8,253 9,405 9,816

TOT COST 24,C72 22,250 20,933 21,292 25,180 26,251 30,020

Note:

DL = Direct Labor
DM = Direct Material
ODC = Other Direct Charges
OH = Overhea.d
LR = Labor Reiated
D/U/0 = Depreciation, Use, and Occupancy
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Cnnstant Dollars, Data Set B:

YEAR 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

DL 4,123 4,065 4,045 3,754 3,998 4,751 5,136
DM 12,032 9,167 7,763 7,739 8,632 8,548 11,698
ODC 1,303 1,901 1,703 1,895 3,165 2,664 2,472

OH
LR 4,576 4,745 4,245 4,316 4.688 5,113 5,108
TRAVEL 156 119 99 106 87 160 184
D/U/O 1,122 1,051 996 992 984 1,396 1.404
OTHER 1,360 1,419 1,427 1,414 1,942 2,244 2,774
OH TOT 7.214 7,334 6,767 6,828 7,701 8,913 9,380

TOT COST 24,672 22,476 20,278 20,216 23,495 24,875 28,686

Constant Dollars, Data Set C:

YEAR 1980 1961 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

DL 4,123 4.051 4,081 3,711 4,067 4,656 4,948
DM 12,032 9,452 8,731 9,073 10,279 10,329 14,876
ODC 1,303 1,882 1.758 1,9I 6 3.392 ?,812 2,587

OH
LR 4,576 4,934 4,529 4.528 4,819 5,054 4,814
TRAVEL 156 119 105 116 95 171 198
D/U/O 1.i22 1,062 1,024 1,020 1,024 1.439 1.460
OTHER 1,360 1,405 1,473 1,489 2.081 2,368 2,903
OH TOT 7,214 7,520 7,131 7,153 8,018 9,032 9,376

TOT COST 24,672 22,905 21,701 21,933 25,756 26,829 31,786

DL r Direct L...bor"
DM x Direct Materials
ODO z Other Direct Charges
OH = Overhead
LE r Labor Related
D/U/O - Depreciation, Use, and Occupancy
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Appenidix E. Financial Ratios Used
In the Statistical Tests

Cost Per Direct Labor Hour--Constant Dollars, Data Set A

KTR 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

A 41.29 45.24 53.76 54.77 46.91 65.71 64.52
B 66.40 54.30 47.10 55.63 75.70 56.23 69.39
C 83.55 78.54 65.71 66..9 57.81 57.42 52.06
D 97.47 94.02 82.64 84.34 87.27 105.44 106.16
E 26.80 21.10 24.65 26.56 26.72 29.46 30.46
F 46.10 41.34 43.79 52.92 51.5i 45.91 3P-.^'
G 62.66 72.85 57.60 55.76 84.27 81.83 61-.23
H 37.35 39.71 39.78 39.62 44.08 42.13 44.59
I 86.29 83.85 121.88 175.12 91.14 '-7.01 73.54

71.04 51.16 53.39 57.60 60.87 56.96 57.91
K 50.65 64.52 69.53 70.59 62.94 v9.26 65.53
L 32.97 33.38 37.78 48.31 62.83 -1.14 80.14
M 38.40 38.76 39.77 40.51 41.72 40.31 43.02
N 37.10 46.36 48.18 47.88 53.41 49.67 46.53
0 33.82 30.03 41.71 58.56 53.51 56.56 49.17
P 41.20 43.85 44.28 44.91 45.42 51.95 52.21

Cost Per Direct Labor Hour---Constant Dollars, Data Sat B

KTR 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

A 41.29 45.68 52.08 52.01 43.77 62.27 61.65
B 66.40 54.83 45.63 52.82 70.63 53.28 66.78
C 83.55 79.31 63.65 62.84 53.95 54.41 49.74
D 97.47 94.94 80.05 80.07 81.43 99.92 101.44
E 26.80 21 30 23.88 25.22 24.93 27.92 29.11

46.10 41.75 42.42 50.24 43.06 43.50 36.50
S 61.66 72..56 55.79 52.9/ 78.63 77.54 78.58

1 37.35 40 i0 38.53 37.61 41.13 39.92 42.61
T 86.29 8; 67 118.06 166.27 85.04 54.02 70.27
1 71.04 61.76 51.72 54.69 56.80 53.97 55.34
K 50.65 65.15 ý7.35 67.02 58.73 65.63 62.61
L 32 97 33.71 36.60 45.87 58.62 57.93 76.58
M 38.40 30.14 38.52 38.46 38.93 38.20 41.11
N 37.10 410.81 4d.68 45.46 49.84 47.O 44.46
0 :53.82 39.47 40.41 55.61 49.93 53.59 46.99
S41 .2',1 .4. 28 .2.q9 42.64 42. 38 49.23 49.89

Note:

KTR = Contractor
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Cost Per Direct Labor Hour--Constant Dollars, Data Set C

KTR 1980 192kI 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

A 41.29 46.43 55.40 56.43 47.09 65.80 65.U2
B 66.40 55.88 49.07 58.03 78.69 58.93 75.52
C 83.55 81.01 69.04 69.27 59.87 59.55 56.62
D 97.47 96.88 86.15 87.31 89.51 109.19 113.77
E 26.80 21.51 25.00 26.44 26.49 29.07 30.39
F 46.10 42.47 45.19 54.36 51.77 45.98 37.98
G 62.66 75.44 59.17 55.97 87.94 85.36 88.47
H 37.35 40.87 41.24 40.42 45.25 43.26 46.83
I 86.29 86.52 127.41 183.91 93.27 56.54 79.54
J 71.04 62.93 55.07 58.24 61.31 57.84 59.33
K 50.65 60.65 71.82 71.63 62.84 68.41 65.15
L 32.97 74.30 38.56 48.41 62.75 61.09 89.16
M 38.40 39.66 40.56 40.65 41.97 40.31 43.99
N 37.10 47.50 49.69 49.37 54.53 49.99 48.05
0 33.82 40.09 42.34 59.84 54.32 56.23 49.62
P 41.20 45.10 45.80 45.88 46.10 52.94 54.31

Cost Per Direct Labor Dollar--Constant Dollars, Data Set C

KTR 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

A 4.17 4.69 5.59 5.70 4.76 6.65 6.63
B 6.71 5.04 4.96 5.86 7.95 5.95 7.63
C 8.44 8.18 6.97 7.00 6.05 6.02 5.72
D 9.85 9.78 8.70 8.82 9.04 11.03 11.49
E 2.71 2.17 2.52 2.67 2.68 2.94 3.07
F 4.66 4.29 4.56 5.49 5.23 4.64 3.84
O 6.33 7.82 5.98 5.65 8.88 8.62 8.93
H 3.77 4.13 4.16 4.08 4.57 4.37 4.73
I 8.72 8.74 12.87 18.57 9.42 5.71 8.03
J 7.18 6.36 5.56 5.88 6.19 5.84 5.9P
K 5.12 6.73 7.25 7.23 6.35 6.91 6.58
L 3.33 3.46 3.89 4.89 6.34 6.17 9.00
M 3.88 4.00 4.10 4.11 4.24 4.07 4.44
N 3.75 4.80 5.02 4.99 5.51 5.05 4.85
0 3.42 4.05 4.28 6.04 5.49 5.68 5.01
P 4.16 4.55 4.62 4.63 4.05 5.35 5.48

Note:

KTR v C. itr•_ctor
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Cost Per Direct Labor Dollars--Then-Year Dollars

KTR 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

A 8.00 4.60 5.31 5.19 4.50 6.16 6.00
B 6.71 5.52 4.65 5.27 7.26 5.27 6.50
C 8.44 1 98 6.49 6.27 5.54 5.39 4.34
D 9.85 9.55 8.16 8.00 8.36 9.89 9.87
E 2.71 2.14 2.43 2.52 2.56 2.76 2.83
F 4.66 4.20 4.32 5.02 4.94 4.31 3.55
G 6.33 7.4"' 5.68 5.29 8.08 7.68 7.64
H 3.77 4.04 3.93 3.76 4.22 3.95 4.14
I 8.72 8.52 12.03 16.60 8.74 5.35 6.84
J 7.18 6.21 5.27 5.46 5.83 5.34 5.38
K 5.12 6.56 6.86 6.69 6.03 6.50 8.09
L 3.33 3.39 3.73 4.58 6.02 5.74 7.45
M 3.88 3.94 3.92 3.84 4.00 3.78 4.00
N 3.75 4.71 4.76 4.54 5.12 4.66 4.32
0 3.42 3.97 4.12 5.55 5.13 5.31 4.57
P 4.16 4.46 4.37 4.26 4.35 4.87 4.85

Percentage of Overhead Costs to Total Cost--Constant Dollars,
Data Set C

KTR 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

A 38.69% 37.80% 38.73% 38.14% 39.68% 49.66% 46.08%
B 18.66% 22.29% 21.30% 20.40% 18.51% 21.14% 22.65%
C 18.31% 17.66% 20.05% 20.26% 23.35% 27.14% 19.77%
D 36.71% 40.37% 38.32% 40.52% 42.16% 40.81% 31.77%
E 36.59% 33.37% 39.01% 40.48% 40.54% 41.23% 40.65%
F 40.43% 35.61% 39.69% 36.62% 40.85% --0.45% 38,00%
G 45.77% 63.79% 43.22% 44.36% 28.86% 32.53% 28.98%
H 31.27% 26.57% 27.62% 29.09% 23.82% 24.99% 27.78%
I 29.72' 31.52% 35.70% 34.08% 34.12% 55.03% 29.05%
J 39.60'. 40.97% 41.92% 49.14% 39.72% 40.93% 37.12%
K 52.89% 61.11% 60.88% 61.00% 59.2e% 60.40% 55.44%
L 54.96% 61.22% 50.68% 42.18% 35.50% 31.49% 21.45%
M 51.55% 50.04% 50.41% 49.35% 41.58% 43.24% 43.82%
N 40.91% 32.38% 32.61% 28.64% 27-23% 29.54% 28.63%
0 45.26% 44.38% 44.46% 36.58% 37.36% 38.95% 37.50%
P 38.22% 40.91% 40.46% 41.82% 41.73% 41.32% 38.68%

Note:

KTR = Contractor
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Percentage of Overhead Costs to Total Cost--Then-Year Dollars

KTR 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

A 38.69% 37.59% 39.26% 39.55% 41.04% 51.87% 49.09%

B 18.66% 22.21% 21.76% 21.40% 19.72% 23.01% 25.56%

C 18.31% 17.60% 20.62% 21.31% 24.90% 29.55% 22.53%
D 36.71% 40.43% 39.26% 42.15% 44.37% 43.72% 35.88%

E 36.59% 32.88% 38.98% 40.53% 41.25% 42.53% 42.72%

F 40.43% 35.32% 40.13% 37.86% 42.42% 42.15% 39.74%

G 45.77% 63.21% 43.17% 44.78% 31.25% 35.75% 32.83%

H 31.27% 26.27% 27.89% 29.84% 25.35% 26.98% 31.01%

1 29.72% 31.33% 36.50% 36.02% 36.07% 56.96% 32.96%

J 39.60% 40.77% 42.34% 49.86% 41.22% 43.12% 39.77%

K 52.89% 14.73% 14.85% 16.22% 19.24% 22.74% 58.78%

L 54.96% 60.66% 50.64% 42.50% 36.34% 32.41% 24.69%

M 51.55% 49.86% 50.54% 49.72% 42.95% 44.78% 45.87%

N 40.91% 31.98% 32.96% 29.83% 28.81% 31.11% 31.23%

0 45.26% 43.91% 44.31% 37.62% 38.98% 40.46% 39.05%

P 38.22% 40.87% 41.12% 42.92% 43.42% 43.7G% 42.21%

Note:

KTR - Contractor
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Appendix F. Statistical Results By Contractor
For Hypothesis Number One

Cost Per Direct Labor Hour, Data Set A:

CONTRACTOR PARAMEEER STANDARD
YEAR ESTIMATE ERROR t VALUE

KTR=A

INTERCEP -"296.68 2035.67205 -3.584
YEAR 3.70642857 1.02656128 3.611

KTR=B

INTERCEP -2979.61 3922.25336 -0.760
YEAR 1.53321429 1.97793816 0.775

KTR=C

INTERCEP 10307.38393 1225.55686 8.412
YEAR -5.16464 0.61793053 -8.358

KTR=D

INTERCEP -3697.87 3578.83317 -1.033
YEAR 1.91214286 1.80475610 1.060

KTR E

INTERCEP -2081.82 846.42329035 -2.460
YEAR 1.06321429 0.42683957 2.491

KTR=F

INTERCEF 530.10000000 2141.81795 0.248
YEAR -0.244286 1.08008919 -0.226

KTR=G

INTERCEP -7247.66 3832.32681 -1.891
YEAR 3.69071429 1.93258944 1.910

K'rR=ll

INTERCEP -2144.51 474.29489631 -.4.521
YEAR 1,10214286 0.23918036 4.608

KTR=I

INTERCEP 8786.06893 15580.00056 0.564
iFAR -4.38107 7.89677894 -0.598
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CONTRACTOR PARAMETER STANDARD
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR t VALUE

KTR=J

INTERCEP 2014.65893 1902.39940 1.532
YEAR -1.43964 0.95935372 -1,501

KTR=K

INTERCEP -3301.43 2366.29542 -1.395
YEAR 1.69750000 1,19329007 1.423

KTR=L

INTERCEP -15677.1 208J3.99038 -7.689
YEAR 7.93142857 1.02823467 7.114

KTR=M

INTERCEP -1298.88 z.86.81469059 -11.529
YEAR 0.67535714 0.1446766(- 4.669

KTR=N

INTERCEP -2795.75 1602.94281 -1.744
YEAR 1.43357143 0.80834190 ].773

KTR=O

INT2RCEP -6525.45 2523.42833 -2.583
YEAR 3.31464286 1.27404280 2.602

KTR=P

INTERCEP -3521.02 649.66834427 -5.420
YEAR 1.79892857 0.32761877 5.491

Cost Per Direct Labor Hour, Data Set B

KTR=A

INTERCEP -6035.85 2074.43406 -2.910
YEAR 3.06964288 1.04610842 2.934

KTR=B

INTERCEP -1573.1 3738.72193 -0.421
YEAR 0.82285714 1.88538b"9 0.436

KTR=C

INTERCLP 11461.21393 1594.59836 7.233
YEAR -6.7475 0.7990910b -7.193
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CONTRACTOR PARAMETER STANDARD
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROP t VALUE

KT RB -

INTERCEP -1555.84 3956.03126 -0.393
YEAR 0.83035714 1.99497189 0.416

KTR=E
INTERCEP .1477.24 839.68265209 -1.759

YEAR 0.75785714 0.42344036 i.790

KTRPF

INTERCEP 1436.43071 1758.05855 0.817
YEAR -0.702143 0.88656463 -0.792

KTR=G

INTERCEP -5495.2 3854.26219 -1.426
YEA: 2.80571429 1 94365115 1.444

KTR2H

INTERCEP -1236.59 538.48051683 -2,296
YEAR 0.t4357143 0.2715482e 2.370

KTR=I

INTERCEP 10178 90071 14475.19086 0.703
YEAR -t 085 7.29963868 -0.697

KTR=J =-

INTERCEP 4137.21714 1988.46595 2.081
YEAR -2.05714 1.00275590 -2.051

K'TR= K

INTERCEP -1936.13 2291.56802 -0.845
YEAR 1.00785714 1.15560608 0 872

KTR=L

INTERCEP -14206.7 1983.80899 --7.161
YEAR 7.18892857 1.00040746 7.186

KTR=M

INTERCEP -432.705 351.79781068 -1.230
YEAR 0.23785714 0.17740677 1.341
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U
CONTRACTOR FARAMETER STANDARD
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR t VALUE

KTR-zN

INTERCEP -1777.6 1423.94659 -1.248
YEAR 0.91928571 0.71807658 1.280

KTR=O

INTERCEP -5426.68 2215.22529 -2.450
YEAR 2.75964286 1.11710750 2.470

KTR=P

INTERCEP -2466.68 884.54506645 -2.789
YEAR 1.26642857 0.44606385 2.839

Cost Per Direct Labor Hour, Data Set C

KTR=A

INTERCEP -7270.34 2164.08620 -3.360
YEAR 3.69357143 1.09131876 3.385

KTR=B

INTERCEP -4404.2 3959.09556 -1.112
YEAR 2.25285714 1.99651717 1.128

KTR=C

INTERCEF 9477.75214 1172.59935 8.083
YEAR -4.745 0.59132565 -8.024

KTR=D

INTERCEP -5347.57 3696.42402 -1.447
YEAR 2.74571429 1.86405554 1.473

KTR=E

INTERCEP -1912.56 789.6755268'7 -2.422
YEAR 0.97785714 0.39822245 2.456

KTR=F

INTERCEP 808.30285714 2223.42875 0.364
YEAR -0.384286 1.12124439 -0.343

KTR=G

INTERCEP -8852.76 4239.15834 -2.088
YEATý 4.50142857 2.13774896 2.106
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CO•NTRACTOR PARAMETER STANDARD
VkRIASLE ESTIMATE ERROR VALUE

KTR=H

INTE11CEP -2594.51 574.17010300 -4.519
YEAR 1.32964286 0.28954605 4.592

KTR= I

INTERCEF 8200.35607 16777.50022 0.489
YEAR -4.Ce393 8.46066146 -0.483

KTR=J

INTERCE. 2834.90536 1720.40761 1.648
YEAR -1.39893 0.86757778 -1.612

KTR=K

INTERCEP -2628.74 2718.38621 -0.967
YEAR 1.35857143 1.37084459 0.991

KTR=L

INTERCEP -17393.7 2800.60353 -d.211
YEAR 8.79785714 1.41230565 6.229

KTR=M

INTERCEP -1338.81 388.43439588 -3.447
YEAR 0.69571429 0.19588210 3.552

KTR=N

INTERCEP -2973.92 1720.29449 -1.729
YEAR 1.52392857 0.86752073 1.757

KTR=O

INTERCEP -6443.45 2629.12575 -2.451
YEAR 3.27357143 1.32583178 2.469

KTR=P

INTERCEP -3869.8 738.96563250 -5.237
YEAR 1.97535714 0.37265015 5.301

Cost Per Direct Labor Dollar, Data Set C

KTR=A

INTERCEP -736.045 217.95873846 -3.377
YEAR 0.37392857 0.10991358 3.402
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CONTRACTOR FARAMETER STANDARD
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR t VALUE

KTR=B

INTERCEP -444.747 400.o4303392 -ill
YEAR 0.22750000 0.20188746 1.127

KTR=C

INTERCEP 955.91857143 118.55775471 8.063
YEAR -0.478571 0.05973704 -8.005

KTR=D

INTERCEP -539.759 373.53364741 -1.445
YEAR 0.27714285 0.18836786 1.471

KTR=E

INTERCEP -194.204 80.44270950 -2.414
YEAR 0.09928571 0.04056615 2.448

KTR=F

INTERCEP 81.86821429 224.22013055 0.365
YEAR -0.03898 Q.ii307iii -0.344

KTR=G

INTERCEP -892.002 428,11185797 -2.084
YEAR 0.45357143 0.21589089 2.101

KTR=H

INTERCEP -262.730 58.26932568 -4.509
YEAR 0.13464286 0.02938442 4.582

KTR=I

IN'rERCEP 830.40642857 1693.72810 0.490
YEAR --0.413571 0.85412367 -0.484

KTR=J

INTERCEP 288.01214286 174.42796207 1.651
y -0.142143 0.08796161 -1.616

KTR=K

INTERCEP -265.359 273.28350513 -O.R71

YEAR 0.13714286 0.13781309 0.995
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CONTRACTOR PARAMETER STANDARD

VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR t VALUE

KTR=L

INTERCEP -1756.74 282.60799415 -6.216
YEAR 0.88857143 0.14251531 6.235

KTR M

INTERCEP -134.69 39.16113213 -3.439
YEAR 0.07 0.01974842 3.545

KTR=N

INTERCEP -298.971 174.10877684 -1.717
YEAR 0.15321429 0.08780065 1.745

KTR=O

INTERCEP -649.537 265.02902310 -2.451
YEAR 0.33000000 0.13365047 2.460

KTR=P

INTERCEP -391.115 75.15356475 -5.204
YEAR 0.19964286 0.0379039t 5.267

Cost Per Direct Labor Dollar, Then-Year Do2l&rs

KTR=A

INTERCEP -547,274 189.63232380 -2.886
YEAR 0.27857143 0.09562896 2.913

KTR=B

INTERCEP -93.9329 385.32500385 -0.257
YEAR 0.05285714 0.19431407 0.272

KTR=C

INTERCEP 1205.42821 133.70634868 9.087
YEAR -0.604643 0.06742626 -8.967

KTR=D

INTERCEP -57.475 3t9.12055639 -0.160C
YEAR 0.03357143 0.18109953 0.185
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CONTRACTOR PARAMETER STANDARD
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR t VALUE

KTR=E

INTERCEP -119.957 79,19283911 -1.515

YEAR 0.06178571 0.03903585 1.547

KTR=F

INTERCEP 180.77392857 190.60502213 0.948

YEAR -0.0889286 0.09611948 -0.925

KTR = G

INTERCEP -481.088 393.13798123 -1.224

YEAR 0.24607143 0.19825405 1.241

KTR=H

INTERCEP -82.4293 60.23739228 -i.368

YEAR 0.04357143 0.03037688 1.434

KTR=I

INTERCEP 1090.98607 1450,58484 0.752

YEAR -0.545"57 0.71315 0 3 -0.746

KTR=J

INTERCEP 471.81500000 191.88618080 2.459

YEAR -0.235 0.09676555 -2.429

rTR=K

INTERCEP -132.546 233.22530910 -0.568

YEAR 0.07 0.11761230 0.595

KTR:;L

INTERCEP -1365.5 191.53114847 -7.129

YEAR 0.89107143 0.0658651 7.155

KTI=M M

INTERC-P -4.59 33,25442967 -0.].38

YEAR 0.004285714 0.01676975 0.255

KTR=N

INTERCEP -i34.967 164.30060827 -0.821

YEAR 0.07035714 0.08285453 0.849
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CONTRACTOR PARAMETER STANDARD
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR t VLAUE

KTR=O )

INTERCEr -501.084 230.09805564 -2.178
YEAR 0.25500000 0,11603527 2.198

KTR=P

INTERCEP -198.793 70.06888307 -2.837
YEAR 0.10250000 0.03533477 2.901

INTERCE: The "Y" intercept; KTR = Contractor
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The objectives of this.study-were>to determine if "real" cost
growth occurred in the defense aerospace industry during the period
1980 to 1986 and if the percentage of overhead costs to total cost
increased during the same period. Cost data from.,Peixteen defense
aerospace plants were,-used in thiq study. --Thei-results of the hypothesis

tests ;ndicate that there was no "real" cost growth ii. the industry
during the-'period 1980 to 1986- and that overhead costs did not increase
relative to total cost, during the same period.

However, when contractors in thc sample were tested individually,
the results indicate that eight of ;he sixteen contractors experienced
significant cost growth. The cunflicting results may be due to the
wide dispersion of the data points used in the statistical tests- In
turn, this wide dispersion may be caused by the differing variety of
aerospace industry segments.

Descriptive statistics computed for the study's sample show that the
percentage of direct labor, direct material, other direct charges, and
overhead to total cost remained stable over thesevenyear teriod.
Although overhead costs were not found to be increasing relative to totZl
cost, they still make up the second largest component of total cost (32%)
behind direct materials (42%). The size of the overhead cost cumponent
combined with the pcrccp ti.on that thsce costs areless controllable than
direct costs, provides support for the-Department of Defense,,initiative
to have contractors reduce their overhead costs.
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